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ABSTRACT 
Critical Design is a specific type of design activity that has emerged from within the 
field of product design. Based on the supposition that design is an ideological activity, it 
can either be critical or affirmative of the status quo and categorised as Critical Design 
or Affirmative Design. The intention of this study is to create Critical Design within the 
practice of graphic design. Critical Design was defined by identifying its key characteristics 
and then visualised into a diagram that maps the pathways, processes and consequences 
which distinguish Critical Design from Affirmative Design. The characteristics were used 
to generate criteria of Critical Design, which were then used to analyse case studies. The 
findings from this analysis suggested that both case study projects could be defined as 
Critical Design and served as a way of testing the appropriateness of the criteria. The 
practical component of this study used the characteristics of Critical Design to create 
a range of graphic design artefacts and then analysed them in relation to the criteria of 
Critical Design. The findings from this analysis determined the practical component as 
Critical [Graphic] Design and suggested that graphic design can be an appropriate medium 
for critique of its own role within society.
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CHAPTER 1: 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Introduction to the field of study: Critical Design 
A critical approach to graphic design, according to Johanna Drucker and Emily McVarish 
(2009:xxi), is advantageous to understanding the social and cultural underpinnings of 
contemporary society and exposes the ideological nature of the practice of graphic design.  
A critical approach, or design criticism, is usually considered as critical writing about 
design. However, the act of criticism is not just commentary about design, but the 
translation of the visual entity into the greater discourse of design. According to Steven 
McCarthy (2008:1) the relationship between the visual and the textual is inherently 
reactionary, where the design or artefact comes first, followed by the criticism. The 
emerging field of Critical Design uses design as an embodied critique of the prevailing 
conditions of how it relates to society, politics, economics, cultural issues, the environment 
or the role of the design profession itself. 
The leading proponents of Critical Design, Anthony Dunne and Fiona Raby, first 
popularized the term through their book, Design Noir: The Secret Lives of Electronic 
Objects (2001). They regard Critical Design as “design that asks carefully crafted 
questions and makes us think” about how society relates to design (Dunne and Raby 
2001:58). Dunne and Raby (2001:58) argue that even though many designers still believe 
design to be a neutral form of communication, the design process is ideological in the way 
that it is informed by a set of values or a particular worldview. However, when design’s 
ideological nature is not recognised these values remain unchallenged and are espoused 
without proper consideration, and thus a society of passive consumers persists (Bowen 
2007:2). 
Dunne and Raby (2001:58) believe the practice of design can be divided into either 
“Affirmative Design” or “Critical Design”. Affirmative design reinforces the status quo by 
leaving the current values of design unchallenged and inherently communicates only one 
possible role for design as the service-based, client-designer relationship (Bowen 2007:2). 
Dunne and Raby (2001:58) believe that most design falls under this category and suggest 
the need for a parallel design practice that challenges the agenda of the design industry. 
Critical Design presents alternative values to those expected by the design industry and 
offers a critique of the prevailing conditions of design’s role within society. 
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The circumstances that have lead to the emergence of Critical Design are based on the 
notion that:  
The world we live in today is incredibly complex, our social relations, desires, 
fantasies, hopes and fears are very different from those at the beginning of the 
twentieth century. Yet many key ideas informing mainstream design stem from 
the twentieth century. (Dunne and Raby 2007:7)  
Critical Design can be described as one of many mutations design has undergone in order 
to stay relevant in the world today. This relevancy is based on design’s predominant use in 
the reproduction and dissemination of the dominant ideology. Due to design’s inseparable 
link to the market place, design runs the risk of acting as an ideological tool of capitalism 
(Dunne and Raby 2001:58). Critical Design seeks to challenge this situation by 
questioning the status quo pertaining to design’s current role within society, using design 
as a medium for critique. 
In relation to graphic design, Drucker and McVarish in Graphic Design: A Critical History 
(2009) express a similar view of the ideological nature of graphic design by suggesting 
that: 
Graphic design is never just there. Graphic artefacts always serve a purpose 
and contain an agenda, no matter how neutral or natural they appear to be. 
Someone is addressing someone else, for some reason, through every object 
of designed communication. The graphic forms of design are expressions of the 
forces that shape our lives. (Drucker and McVarish 2009:xiii – xix) 
Matthew Malpass (2009:290) defines critical design (no capital letters) as an umbrella term 
for the critical practice of design. The capitalised term “Critical Design” refers to a specific 
type of design within the critical practice of design that is focused on the social, cultural 
and ethical implications of the products and practice of design (Dunne and Raby 2001:59). 
By naming it Critical Design, Dunne and Raby (2007:1) state that the intention is to make 
this activity more visible and subject to discussion and debate. It positions the designer as 
a critically engaged practitioner, drawing inspiration from varying sources but based on 
“everyday rituals and conventions of use” (Malpass 2009:292).  
Critical Design is grounded in critical theory and is viewed as a criticism from within the 
practice. Simon Bowen (2010:4) reiterates this connection between Critical Design and 
critical theory by stating that: 
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In [c]ritical [t]heory, critiques are alternative views (theories) of society that aim 
to change society. In critical design practices, artefacts-as-critiques (critical 
artefacts) embody alternative possibilities (social practices, applications of 
technology etc.) that aim to change the role of design and its products. In both 
cases critiques operate via their readers’ intellectual engagement with the ideas 
presented within them. 
Critical Design relates to critical theory in the way that it requires societal engagement and 
interpretation in order to acquire meaning. This level of interpretation can be seen as an 
elevation of the viewer beyond the passive role of a mere consumer to an interpreter of 
information (McCarthy 2008:7). Steven McCarthy (2008:2) advocates that Critical Design 
bears a strong resemblance to the design authorship paradigm associated with the 
discourse of graphic design during the 1980s and 1990s. Design authorship’s often-critical 
stance is a direct result of the way critical and literary theory, relating to the notion of 
authorship, is questioned in relation to graphic design (Glickfield 2006:1). McCarthy 
(2008:26) suggests that by acknowledging the history of both terms and similarities 
between authorship and Critical Design suggests that the former has direct influence on 
the latter. 
Although Critical Design’s foundations are evident in the theories of design authorship, 
Rick Poynor (2008a:7) suggests there is a difference by way of emphasis. Where design 
authorship’s focus is on self-initiation and self-propagated messages, Critical Designers 
downplay the authorial voice, as they are less concerned with the commercial value of the 
designer as author. Instead they emphasise their role as participants and collaborators, 
while seeing greater value in process over final product.  
An exponent of this critical practice approach to graphic design is the Dutch graphic 
designer Jan van Toorn, whose work is often described by terms such as “alienation, 
incomprehensibility, defamiliarisation, digressions and intrusion” (Bil’ak 2008:2). Van Toorn 
is concerned with making the viewer aware of the “mechanics of manipulation” inherent in 
graphic design, and he achieved this awareness by creating imagery that was intentionally 
thought-provoking and fragmentary in appearance. According to Poynor (2008b:97), van 
Toorn required the viewers of his work to have the ability and willingness for interpretation, 
a direct result of favouring expression that stimulates the viewer over beautiful 
compositions and sleek forms. 
Van Toorn’s critical practice of graphic design openly challenged the Dutch graphic design 
of that time. His graphic design work stood in direct opposition to Wim Crouwel, another 
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designer who dominated Dutch graphic design in the 1960s and 1970s. While Crouwel 
suggested an “objective, functional and systematic” approach to graphic design, Van 
Toorn challenged these conventions by creating work that was “personal, confrontational 
and highly idiosyncratic” (Bil’ak 2008:2).  
Van Toorn commented that he wanted to approach graphic design as a form of visual 
journalism, where the designer takes on the role of an investigative journalist. The 
findings, which would be discovered through investigation and reflection, would then be 
shaped into visual communication and, in this way, graphic design could be used to argue 
with a visual means (Poynor 2004:4). According to Poynor (2004:4), if one had to compare 
the posters and publications produced by Van Toorn in the 1960s and 1970s with the 
typical approaches today, his intentional anomalousness would prove to be resolutely 
direct. Poynor (ibid.) believes Van Toorn’s questioning nature was a result of the fact that it 
was a time “when every kind of social convention was being challenged, and matters of 
politics and ideology were central concerns for many people within western societies”, 
which suggests an influence of critical theory on van Toorn’s work. 
At present, in an era of geopolitical instability, economic recession, environmental crisis, 
and cultural and moral confusion, Critical Designers believe that design as a profession 
needs to mature and find ways of operating outside of the tight constraints imposed upon it 
by industry (Rawsthorn 2010:5). The Critical Designer believes that design needs to 
develop alternative roles for itself and form an intellectual stance of its own, or the design 
profession may lose all intellectual credibility and be viewed as merely another agent of 
capitalism (Dunne and Raby 2001:59). 
Metahaven, a graphic design studio from the Netherlands who consider themselves as 
falling under the “rubric of critical design”, have been described as “one of the most 
theoretically informed, strategically adept and articulate groups of thinkers operating in 
graphic design” (Drenttel 2010:5; Poynor 2008a:10). Metahaven’s methods are based on 
using models, proposals, essays, lectures and exhibitions to interrogate how graphic 
design can be used to facilitate new forms of critical investigation (Poynor 2008a:10).  
In a similar fashion to Dunne and Raby and Jan van Toorn, Metahaven believe that 
designers need to think critically about the values presented by the current Affirmative 
Design status quo (Poynor 2008a:11). Both Metahaven and Jan van Toorn are concerned 
with the meaning of graphic design within society and take an investigative approach 
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towards graphic design’s relationship to ideology, which results in “the production of visual 
communication in response to research and the discovery of hidden information” 
(Donovan 2009: 9). 
Given the above, it is therefore important to consider the role Critical Design plays in a 
paradigm that still operates firmly from the predominant perspective held by Affirmative 
Design. Affirmative Design reinforces capitalist values as a singular role for design; these 
values need to be challenged so that design does not lose all intellectual credibility. 
According to Dunne and Raby (2001:59), designers need to redefine their role by adopting 
and developing alternative approaches to those fortified by Affirmative Design. 
By critically commenting on Affirmative Design’s main role as an instrument of capitalism, 
Critical Design can stimulate discussion, debate and critical reflection on the practice and 
industry of graphic design. Preliminary readings on the subject of Critical Design suggest a 
favouring of process over final-product, question how existing structures may be 
reinterpreted, and explore alternative methods of distribution through discourse and 
criticism. Critical Design typically emerges from within the field of product design but its 
characteristics can be applied to all fields of design, and for this reason this study aims to 
apply Critical Design to the practice of graphic design.  
1.2  Aims and objectives of the study 
To apply Critical Design to the practice of graphic design requires a comprehensive 
definition of Critical Design that determines its characteristics, and this can then be used to 
inform the creation of Critical Design in the practice of graphic design. To achieve this 
objective requires engaging with the following aims: 
• To determine the defining characteristics of Critical Design and Affirmative Design. 
• To generate analysis criteria from the definition of Critical Design to be used to 
evaluate whether a chosen example of design can be defined as Critical Design.  
• To evaluate selected examples of graphic design using the analysis criteria to 
define them as Critical Design within the field of graphic design. 
• To establish how the characteristics of Critical Design can be used to generate 
graphic design artefacts. 
• To create a range of graphic design artefacts according to the characteristics of 
Critical Design. 
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1.3 Significance of the study 
The opportunity to apply Critical Design to the practice of graphic design is due to the fact 
that: 
• Graphic design’s predominant role within society is characterised by its association 
with the marketplace and its affirming relationship with the status quo. 
• There is a need for the definition of Critical Design’s characteristics so that it can be 
applied within all fields of design practice. 
• The application of Critical Design’s characteristics within graphic design contributes 
to defining a more socially proactive role for graphic design 
• Providing a label for this approach to design within graphic design contributes to its 
recognition as a specific category of design. 
1.4  Methodology 
The intention of this study is to identify the characteristics of Affirmative Design and Critical 
Design, and then apply them to the practice of graphic design. Critical Design originates 
within debate that engages with product design. However, the understanding that design is 
inherently ideological allows Critical Design to be applicable to other fields of design, such 
as graphic design. 
The methodology for this study comprised a desktop study, which involved the evaluation 
of a variety of texts concerning Critical Design with particular focus on the writings by the 
product designers Dunne and Raby. This allowed the definitive characteristics of Critical 
Design to be identified. The characteristics of Critical Design were then used to extract 
criteria that could be applied to determine whether a selected example of design can be 
classified as Critical Design.  
The criteria that were extracted from the characteristics of Critical Design established in 
Chapter 2 were then applied to the analysis of two case studies of graphic design bearing 
similarities to Critical Design. The two case studies were Jan van Toorn’s 1972/73 
Mart.Spruit Calendar and Metahaven’s Sealand Identity Project. The objective of the 
analysis was to explore how the designers in the case studies have challenged the status 
quo of Affirmative Design through their respective graphic design practices. The case 
studies analysis also served as a method of evaluating the analysis criteria within the 
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practice of graphic design by determining the examples of graphic design as Critical 
Design.  
A range of graphic design artefacts was then created in an attempt at applying the 
characteristics of Critical Design to the practice of graphic design. The analysis criteria 
were then used to evaluate the range of graphic design artefacts to determine whether 
they are in fact classifiable as Critical Design. 
1.5 Delimitations 
Although this study has the objective of defining Critical Design in such a way that it can 
be applied to any field of design as specific type, the characteristics of Critical design will 
be discussed and applied exclusively to graphic design.  
1.6 Chapter overview 
Chapter 2: Defining the characteristics of Critical Design. 
This chapter defines the characteristics of Critical Design and establishes a context for this 
specific type of design activity through its correlation to critical theory’s critique of ideology. 
This chapter includes a review of a variety of texts by designers about the subject of 
Critical Design, with particular focus on the product design duo Dunne and Raby. The 
characteristics of Critical Design are visualised according to a diagram that maps the 
pathways, processes and consequences that distinguish Critical Design from Affirmative 
Design. The chapter defines Critical Design as design that uses critical reflection, an 
alternative design perspective, alternative, fictional and unusual design values as a 
critique of the current values of design with the intention of encouraging critical reflection 
within the ‘reader’. 
Chapter 3: Applying the characteristics of Critical Design. 
The research design explains how the characteristics of Critical Design are applied to 
graphic design. This consists of providing an explanation of how findings were collected 
and analysed from case studies and the practical component. This was be achieved by 
establishing the criteria of Critical Design from its characteristics and using it for the 
analysis of case studies and subsequently the practical component. 
Chapter 4: van Toorn and Metahaven as examples of Critical [Graphic] Design. 
This chapter analyses the two case studies, consisting of Jan van Toorn’s 1972/73 
Mart.Spruijt calendar and The Sealand Identity Project by Metahaven. The case studies 
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are analysed in order to evaluate whether the Critical Design criteria are appropriate for 
defining selected examples of graphic design as Critical Design.   
Chapter 5: Using the characteristics of critical design to generate graphic design artefacts. 
The practical will be discussed, according to the criteria of Critical design, determining if 
the researcher applied its characteristics to graphic design practice. The chapter consists 
of describing the four projects within the practical component according to the critical 
reflection that inspired them, their alternative design perspective, and the process of 
embedding the artefacts with alternative, fictional and unusual design values. 
Chapter 6: Summary and conclusion. 
This chapter concludes the study by summarising important factors within the study and 
provides recommendations for further research. 
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Chapter 2:  
Defining Critical Design 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter discusses the characteristics of Critical Design and Affirmative Design as two 
different types of design activities. The emergence of Critical Design as a specific type of 
design activity, that is influenced by critical theory and subsequently builds on the attitudes 
expressed by movements such as critical architecture, anti-design and radical design, is 
described. The antecedents to Critical Design are discussed as movements that utilised 
design as a medium for critique and in turn encouraged criticism to be voiced from within 
the practice by practitioners of design. Critical theory is discussed as the foundation to 
Critical Design due to its emergence as an alternative to traditional theory. In the same 
way, Critical Design has developed as an alternative to Affirmative Design in order to 
challenge the predominant role of design within society.  
The significant contribution by the product design duo Anthony Dunne and Fiona Raby is 
then explored, as they are the founders of the label for Critical Design. Further, the 
necessary distinction is made between Critical Design and a critical design practice. 
Finally, the chapter maps the characteristics of Critical Design by means of a 
diagrammatic representation based on a review of selected texts from Dunne and Raby. 
The purpose of this visualisation of Critical Design’s characteristics is to better understand 
how the pathways may lead to Critical Design and Affirmative Design artefacts in a visual 
way. 
2.2 The roots of Critical Design 
2.2.1 Critical Design and critical theory  
Design is an instrument that serves the dictates of the client and consequently depreciates 
itself as an uncritical activity without an agenda or ethical standard of its own. This state of 
affairs is alarming because design by its very definition is intrinsically critical, by way of its 
transformative rather than explanative nature. This sentiment is exemplified by Simon’s 
(1982:129) often quoted definition of design as: “[devising] courses of action aimed at 
changing existing situations into preferred ones” (Simon 1982:129). This definition of 
design suggests that design is inherently critical because of its transformative rather than 
explanatory nature, thus it is alarming that it has become a field without a critical agenda. 
This implies that design is reduced to a type of communication that is an “uncritical 
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instrument” for problem solving (Janssens 2006:150). Instead, by redefining problems and 
suggesting alternatives, design can be used to expose a latent reality, one that is implicitly 
present but not explicitly acknowledged. In the words of the poet Paul Eluard (in Berman 
1981:147): “there is another world, but it is in this one”. This suggests there is a deep-
rooted capacity for design to develop alternative understandings of society as a form of 
questioning the status quo. Janssens (2006:150) adds: 
The intrinsic capacity of design to redefine problems by reading the implicit 
possibilities and consequently create true alternative projections that in a way 
surpass the given, explicit situation, thereby often remains barely used and 
undervalued. 
Clive Dilnot (2008:179) expresses how a critical perception, when teamed with design 
methods, exposes the true reality hidden behind the status quo:  
Critical perception seizes, shows, exposes, and announces the truths of a 
situation and its potentiality as it sees it. Design, the process of the realization 
of these perceptions – these truths – into an actualized form (whether that of an 
artifact, a situation or a perceptual tool) is the process of translation of these 
perceptions into a composite synthetic configuration that is the realization of 
these perceived truths (no matter how intuitive their origin) and the realization of 
the critical truths of configuration. 
The understanding that design is an appropriate tool to ask questions and challenge the 
status quo can be considered as a critical theory approach to design. Critical theory is a 
way of challenging the status quo through alternative theories of society that reveal the 
repressive power structures within society. Critical theory forms the theoretical basis for 
Critical Design. The “Critical” in Critical Design suggests its correlation to the multifaceted 
and complex field of critical theory. Critical theory developed as an alternative to traditional 
theory of society as espoused by Max Horkheimer’s essay, Traditional and Critical Theory 
(1972). Horkheimer distinguishes between the two different forms of theory: traditional 
theory is employed in an instrumental sense to understand or explain certain elements 
within society, whereas critical theory is oriented towards social critique and changing 
society (in Janssens 2006:150). By merely focusing upon understanding society 
“traditional theory” is a form of social research that accepts the status quo, whereas critical 
theory can be understood as social research that seeks to bring about societal change and 
eliminate instances of repression (Crotty 2003:113).  
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According to Raymond Geuss (1981:55), “Critical theories aim at emancipation and 
enlightenment, at making agents aware of hidden coercion, thereby freeing them from that 
coercion”. Horkheimer (1972:244) states that critical theory seeks to “liberate human 
beings from the circumstances that enslave them”. This level of emancipation from 
coercion, associated with the conditions of oppression, is achieved through critique of the 
repressive nature of ideology.  
In this context, ideology can be defined as “a particular worldview that privileges certain 
interests and hides this fact by making the current state of affairs appear natural” (Stahl 
2008:4). Geuss (1981:2 – 3) explains critical theory’s criticisms of the repressive nature of 
ideology as: 
The very heart of the Critical Theory of society is its criticism of ideology. Their 
ideology is what prevents the agents in the society from correctly perceiving 
their true situation and real interests; if they are to free themselves from social 
repression, the agents must rid themselves of ideological illusion. 
The first negative interpretation of ideology emerged from the work of Karl Marx (1818 – 
1883). Marx’s theories discussed how cultures are structured to fortify the ruling class. 
John Lye (1997: ¶1) defines this in Marxist terms as, “maximum control with minimum 
conflict”. Hall (in Fourie 1996:74), suggests that Marx’s arguments concerning the dangers 
of ideology can be summarized into the following points: 
• Political economy is the common sense ideology of the capitalist, therefore 
capitalist exploitation is legitimized by ideology. 
• Power is maintained by the ruling class through their monopoly over cultural 
expressions which reproduce the ruling ideology. 
• Subordinate classes, whose ideas do not reflect their true interests, have been 
deceived into false consciousness. 
This definition of ideology is further expressed by Robert Hodge and Gunther Kress in 
their book Social Semiotics (1988). They write that in contemporary capitalist society, there 
are imbalances in the distribution of power which result in divisions in the social fabric. A 
lack of solidarity results in a society that is divided into “rulers and ruled, exploiters and the 
exploited”, which expresses characteristics of domination (Hodge and Kress 1988:3). The 
characteristics of division and thus social domination express that ideology exists as a 
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false consciousness used by those in power to coerce those not in power. A false 
consciousness also predicates that the status quo should be maintained and that the 
values and beliefs of those in power are beneficial to everyone, thus maintaining the 
power structures inherent within a particular society (Fourie 1996:74).  
The objective of revealing the repressive system of control to society underscores the 
relationship between critical theory and Critical Design, as they both seek to expose the 
ideological power structures at play within the practices of society (including design). 
Critical theory and Critical Design also both challenge what is presented as reality, thereby 
emancipating society from false consciousness and clearing the path to social change. In 
critical theory, enlightenment is proposed as the direction towards emancipation, using 
critique as a tool for achieving it. Critical Design produces designed artefacts that are 
intended to operate as critiques, which can be understood as conceptual designs that 
embody alternative values and ideologies that thereby encourage critical reflection within 
their ‘readers’1 (Bowen 2009:117). 
In this context Critical Design is an embodied critique directed towards the role of design 
within the facilitation of the dogmatic acceptance of ideologies, in particular the ideology of 
consumerism. As stated by Dunne and Raby (2001:59): “Design helps to create and 
maintain desire for new products, ensures obsolescence, [and] encourages dissatisfaction 
with what we have”. Design plays an integral role in the dissemination of capitalist values 
by making ideology seem natural and thus propagates a society of passive consumers. 
This passive consumption is due to the false consciousness associated with the unthinking 
acceptance of ideology. It is Critical Design’s intention to project the ‘reader’ into the role of 
co-creator, along with the designer. Hence, the designer’s role becomes that of an author 
where “the user is a protagonist and co-producer of narrative meaning rather than a 
passive consumer of a product’s meaning” (Dunne 1999:58). 
The positioning of the designer as an author within Critical Design suggests that designers 
become socially engaged critics who communicate their social critique through design. 
However, due to design’s implication within the capitalist production on behalf of the client, 
this role is difficult to comprehend. Design is usually measured by means of its market 
value and this is why it needs to develop a critical stance of its own as an alternative to the 
                                                
1 Most people encounter Critical Design in galleries or specialist publications (design magazines, academic 
publications or special-interest web sites). For this reason the term ‘reader’ more accurately describes those 
enlightened and emancipated by Critical Design (Bowen 2009:117). 
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conventional understanding of its role as a proponent of capitalism. The critique expressed 
by Critical Design is made problematic by those who espouse the inextricable link between 
design and the marketplace. 
2.2.2 Critical antecedents to Critical Design 
As stated above, the objectives of criticality in design are made difficult because of 
design’s integration within capitalist production. Critical Design is suggested as an 
alternative design activity where the critique of design’s social role is communicated 
through design from within the practice. According to Mazé and Redström (2007:4), this 
criticism within practice suggests that Critical Design’s lineage can be traced back to 
critical architecture, Italian anti-design and radical design. The 1960s and 1970s came to 
be defined by the many progressive design movements that emerged due to critical 
evaluation of design’s role in accordance with wider societal and ideological 
advancements.  
In the field of architecture, attempts were made to investigate the role and practice of 
architecture within society. The investigations expressed clear divisions of theory, history 
and practice within architecture. Usually architects would design and build structures 
pragmatically, according to structural and environmental regulations of a site. As a form of 
design that is both functional and aesthetic, architecture has always been influenced by its 
effects on the people who live and work in the buildings. Although there was a clear 
division between architectural theory, history and practice, much of the theoretical 
influence was located outside the practice of architecture. At the same time, architecture 
was being criticised from outside the practice, with minimal critical reflection taking place 
from within the practice of architecture.  
Thus in the 1970s many architects argued for a form of architectural criticism from within 
the practice. This criticism was communicated in the form of utopian urban design 
proposals, and these proposals eventually led to the Critical Architecture movement. The 
practitioners of Critical Architecture sought to present their critique of the predominant 
model of architectural practice from “within their own practice, with their own tools, 
methods, materials and forms” (Mazé 2009:381). According to Hill (in Mazé and Redström 
2007:2), 
Design is located in an ambivalent place, wavering between the concerns of 
culture and capital, which may be more decisively dealt with in art or 
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architecture. In architecture, for example, disciplinary concern for aesthetic or 
social theories might be distinguished from those of the profession, which 
regulates accommodation of basic utilities and functions, or from those of other 
domains, such as real estate, public opinion, or popular culture. 
Most forms of design are so thoroughly integrated into the capitalist system that they do 
not have an existing independent critical tradition on which to propose alternatives 
(Thackara 1988:21). Thus the history of architecture has allowed a parallel and interrelated 
tradition of criticality to develop, and this considered the structural demands and cultural 
impacts of a designed practice. Critical architecture has informed the development of 
Critical Design as being fundamentally concerned with developing criticism from within the 
design discipline.  
Another antecedent to Critical Design is located within the closely related movements of 
anti-design and radical design that became known for their critical, philosophical, political 
and social consciousness. According to Dunne and Raby (2008:¶21), “design as critique 
has existed before under several guises. Italian Radical Design of the 1970s for instance, 
was highly critical of prevailing social values and design ideologies”. Dunne and Raby 
(2008:¶21) suggest that Critical Design builds on this attitude and extends it into today’s 
society. Anti-design and radical design refuted ideas of function, utility and consumption, 
where the critique was not of design but of design instilling and enforcing a particular 
ideology. Proponents of these movements launched their critique from within their 
practices to use design as a medium for debate (Mazé and Redstrom 2007:4). Therefore 
Critical Design can be described as being informed by earlier movements of critical 
architecture, anti-design and radical design that proposed design as an appropriate 
medium for expressing criticism from within and through the practice of design. 
2.2.3 Critical Design according to Dunne and Raby  
Although design does not have independent critical discourse, like architecture, there are 
designers emerging within the numerous fields of design who are engaged with 
challenging the status quo. Dunne and Raby represent this new breed of designer, have 
been recognised as the founders of the term “Critical Design”, and have been credited with 
its rising prevalence within design discourse. Dunne and Raby are both designers, 
educators and authors who, through their own practice, use design as a medium to 
provoke discussion and debate about the social, cultural and ethical implications of 
existing and emerging products. By providing Critical Design with a label, Dunne and Raby 
have contributed to the practice of Critical Design’s prominence as a specific type of 
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design, which has opened it up for increased discussion and debate (Dunne and Raby 
2007:¶1). 
In Hertzian Tales: Electronic Products, Aesthetic Experience and Critical Design (1999), 
Dunne criticises the way in which electronic products are designed to reflect the ideologies 
of their designers and manufacturers. For instance, design generally facilitates a culture of 
consumption and unthinking acceptance of these ideologies and leads to design 
maintaining a society of passive consumers. Much of Dunne’s design perspective is 
attributed to the Frankfurt School of Thought, more specifically the critique of ideology that 
emerged from theorists such as Max Horkheimer and Raymond Geuss (Bowen 2009:23). 
The theories of Horkheimer and Geuss influenced Dunne to proclaim that designers 
should create without the need to ascribe value to their artefacts, objects and images, as 
is often expected by the market place. Dunne believes Critical Design should function as a 
critique of commercial design and should seek to disrupt preconceived notions of 
experiences regarding designed objects.  
In Design Noir: The Secret Life of Electronic Objects (2001), Dunne and Raby take the 
notion of design’s use as a tool to disrupt society’s assumptions about design. They have 
critically reflected about design’s role within society establishing that design is ideological 
because it can be categorised as either Affirmative Design or Critical Design. Affirmative 
Design leaves the ideologies communicated in design artefacts and practice unchallenged 
and produces products that conform to existing design values. Critical Design exists as a 
critique of ideology by producing products that embody alternative values to those 
currently held by design.  
Although Dunne and Raby have been credited with popularising the term Critical Design, 
they believe there are many other designers who share similar attitudes and objectives, 
who would not necessarily refer to their practices as Critical Design. Other designers are 
also attempting to use their “practices, their processes, methods, materials, products and 
modes of production” to contribute to the greater discourse of design through critical 
design practice (Mazé 2009:388).  
These designers are making use of critical design practice to antagonize the prevailing 
conditions of design. Designers in a range of different design disciplines are expressing 
diverse perspectives that propose an alternative approach and counter responses to the 
traditional views of design practice. Critical design practice is located outside the 
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conventions of the design field because it opposes “utility, technological agenda, and 
financial gain” and emerges as a reaction to the “orthodoxy and protocols” of design 
practice (Malpass 2009:289; Ball and Naylor 2005:11). Forms of practice such as these 
serve as a contribution to disciplinary discourse on a meta-level as a way of reflecting on 
ideological or intellectual questions within design in order to locate the unique concerns of 
the discipline. Critical design practice uses the idea of critical reflection about one’s own 
practice in an instrumental way, to ensure a more “holistic” understanding of their own 
design contexts (Bowen 2007:14). Critical design practice can be understood as a form of 
experimental design that seeks to “extend the medium [of design], extending it in the name 
of progress”, and searches for new experiences through aesthetic newness (Dunne and 
Raby 2001:58). Therefore critical design practice can be understood as a specific type of 
design practice, that implements critical reflection within the process of designing in an 
attempt to contribute to the discipline’s ever expanding boundaries. 
Consequently, Critical Design is a specific type of critical design practice that, rather than 
focusing on expanding the borders of the design discipline, extends it by contributing to 
the discourse surrounding design’s social role. Critical Design concentrates on the social, 
cultural and ethical implications of design practice and designed products. Malpass 
(2009:292) defines Critical Design as a type of critical design practice that uses 
speculative proposals to challenge the preconceived notions of design’s role within 
everyday life. Critical Design has emerged as specific critical design practice that uses 
social, psychological, cultural, technical and economic values in an effort to push the role 
of design within society and not the design as a medium of communication. 
The emergence of Critical Design as a form of design practice is due to a re-evaluation of 
mainstream design. Many designers are directing their practices towards reclaiming 
design as a medium to invoke critical reflection through critique (Bowen 2009:92). This 
represents a growing trend among designers to question the nature of design and its 
current role within society. With this trend comes the need for a definition of Critical 
Design, necessary due to its misrepresentation within popular design journalism. 
Journalists within the design media tend to foreground the novelty associated with the 
unexpected products of Critical Design, relegating the critique to a secondary role (Debatty 
2007:3). Dunne and Raby (2007:¶18) suggest that Critical Design runs the risk of ending 
up as a sophisticated form of design entertainment with too much emphasis on the 
humorous aspects of the artefacts and too little emphasis on the critique. This situation 
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can be avoided by engaging with complex and challenging issues and by playing an active 
role within public discourse about the social, cultural and ethical impact of design within 
society’s everyday environment (Dunne and Raby 2007:¶18). 
Critical Design as a specific form of critical design practice has materialized as a strategy 
to question design as an ideological activity and its role within society, in order to 
encourage critical reflection. It seeks to challenge the predominant model of production 
and consumption and offer alternative perspectives by exposing the current state of design 
as unsatisfactory. Using “social, psychological, cultural, technical and economic values” as 
a method of communication, critical design practice pushes the limits of design within the 
“lived experience” and has become known as (capitalised) Critical Design (Dunne and 
Raby 2001:58). Critical Design is design that is produced as an artefact for exhibit rather 
than for sale or utility. According to Ramia Mazé (2009:211), Critical Design is “less about 
problem solving and more about problem finding within disciplinary and societal 
discourse”. Critical Design’s opposite has been labelled by Dunne and Raby (2001:58) as 
Affirmative Design: it leaves the predominant ideologies of design unchallenged, by 
producing products that conform to cultural, social and technical expectations. Critical 
Design provides a critique of such ideologies by producing products that are reified with 
alternative values and ideologies. Critical Design products often take on the form of 
artefacts that prompt the reader to consider the alternative values that have been 
presented within the artefact and reflect on them according to the reader’s currently held 
values. 
Design is an appropriate tool and medium of communication to ask questions of itself and 
of society; in this way, it can play an increased socially pro-active role, uninhibited by the 
market place. Dunne and Raby (2001:59) argue that there is a need for a parallel form of 
design activity that questions and challenges current expectations, and explores a 
subversive role for design as a form of social critique. Achieving this requires an 
understanding of Critical Design’s characteristics so that they may be applied within all 
design fields. However, this is an inherently complex process due to Critical Design’s 
emergence as a specific approach within product design to encourage critical reflection 
upon the role of the designed products within society. This product-based context of 
Critical Design, based on Dunne and Raby’s design discipline, makes it difficult for those 
involved in other fields of design, which do not necessarily result in functional objects, to 
apply this approach to their design practices. Dunne and Raby, through their design 
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practice, have highlighted that design has become co-opted as a tool for the dissemination 
of ideology by conforming to the needs of the market place.  
Identifying the characteristics of Critical Design based on its emergence from within 
product design allows other fields of design to be defined under the label of Critical Design 
by applying the characteristics to the creation of artefacts in one’s own design field. 
Defining Critical Design in such a way can be considered as a way of mapping the 
concepts that distinguish it and Affirmative Design from one another. The concepts 
associated with defining Critical and Affirmative Design are visualised in the form of a 
diagram (see 2.3) that delineates the pathways towards these different categories of 
design activity. Therefore, by defining Critical Design it becomes easier to see how it 
compares as an alternative to Affirmative Design, and thus the pathways that lead to either 
Affirmative Design or Critical Design can be plotted as a way of visualising what 
distinguishes these two types of design activity from one another. 
2.3 Creating a visual definition of Critical Design 
As stated above, by representing the elements that characterise Critical Design as an 
alternative to Affirmative Design it becomes possible to apply the key characteristics of 
Critical Design to all fields of design. Figure 2.1 has been developed as a map of the 
elements that characterise Affirmative Design and Critical Design respectively. The 
diagram is a visual definition – a rubric of Critical Design intended as a mechanism to 
visualise the distinguishing characteristics of Affirmative Design and Critical Design. A 
design artefact can then be analysed according to these characteristics to determine 
whether the artefact can be categorised as Affirmative Design or Critical Design. 
Figure 2.1 shows that the pathway towards creating Critical Design (depicted by the dotted 
lines) emerges from critical reflection about the current role of design within society. It 
emanates from an alternative design perspective that arises from this critical reflection, 
which eventually reveals the latent ideological underpinnings of designing and valuing one 
particular way of thinking over another. This alternative perspective represents a different 
possibility from the current design paradigm. It is therefore critical of the ideological nature 
of design and suggests that the predominant perspective of design is only one possibility 
amongst many. The alternative design perspective offers new possibilities for design 
through the embodiment of alternative design values into designed artefacts. These 
artefacts are disseminated through exhibitions and publications where they can be 
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interpreted by the readers (viewers) as a critique of the prevailing perspective held by 
Affirmative Design. Presenting ‘design as critique’ encourages reflection on the ideological 
nature of design, which consequently reduces entrapment of users/consumers within 
certain ideology sets.  
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  Figure 2.1: A visual definition of Critical Design (Kuhn and Cadle 2012) 
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The diagram will now be discussed according to the characteristics that constitute the 
pathway towards Critical Design, that is, Critical Reflection (1), Alternative Design 
Perspective (2), Process (3) and Consequences (4). The numbers in parentheses 
represent these elements on the diagram. 
2.3.1 Critical Reflection (1) 
The pathway to Critical Design begins with critical reflection about design. Critical 
reflection is explained by Finlayson (2005:3) as correlated to critical theory as follows: 
A critical theory reflected on the social context that gave rise to it, on its own 
function within that society, and on the purposes and interest of its practitioners, 
and so forth, and such reflections were built into the theory. 
Therefore, critical reflection in design suggests reflection on the social context that gave 
rise to how design is understood today and the purposes and interests of designers. In 
Critical Design, these reflections are embedded within the Critical Design artefact. The 
social role of design is perceived as thoroughly imbricated in capitalist production. When 
design is predominantly measured in commercial value and disregards its social, cultural 
and political value, then it is positioned as a neutral conduit for the needs of the 
marketplace. Designers perceive their role as facilitators of consumption, according to the 
needs of the marketplace, by translating the values of the client into designed products. 
However, design is not a neutral medium of communication, designers make decisions 
within the design process based on their own particular worldview, meaning they embed 
their values, attitudes and philosophy into the act of designing (Poyner 2003:120; Dunne 
and Raby 2001:58). Slavoj Zizek (2005:¶1) suggests that the current design epoch 
describes itself as “post-ideological” but within design lies a “disavowed ideological 
dimension” – the products of design embody the ideologies that create them. Even within 
objects that express innocuous functionality there is a latent ideological underpinning. For 
instance, designers communicate meaning that exceeds the functionality of a product, 
implying that there is “reflexivity” of meaning at work: the product expresses the ideology 
of functionalism as its meaning rather than being purely functional (Zizek 2005:¶4). Design 
generally facilitates a culture of consumption, and the unthinking adoption of consumerism 
as an ideology leads to design maintaining a society of passive consumers. The 
ideological underpinnings of the designed product are usually hidden where design serves 
as a tool to make a particular ideology appear certain. 
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2.3.2 Alternative design perspective (2) 
The ideological nature of design can then be interpreted from two design perspectives: 
either the predominant view that is affirmative of ideology (Affirmative Design) or the 
alternative view that is critical of the relationship between design and ideology (Critical 
Design). The predominant design perspective reinforces the current understanding of 
design and propagates the dogmatic adoption of currently held design values. Here the 
designer’s role is defined as service provider and is measured in market value. This 
perspective occupies a position of “market populism”, a term used by the American cultural 
critic, Thomas Frank in One Market Under God (2001:XIV) to describe that which is 
susceptible to a market determined consensus. It embraces the current economic and 
political state of affairs, the status quo as the only possible reality requiring no counter 
argument in the form of criticism or dissent. This form of design is, according to Dunne and 
Raby (2001:58), known as “Affirmative Design” because it re-affirms the status quo by 
eschewing anything outside the market place as “escapist” or “unreal” (Dunne and Raby 
2001:59). 
The alternative design perspective held by Critical Design is critical of design and 
ideology, and challenges the design status quo through its criticism of the values held by 
Affirmative Design. From this perspective, the designer’s role is antithetical to the-
designer-as-service-provider translating the needs of industry. This is an effort to reclaim 
the intellectuality of design and to challenge Affirmative Design’s propagation of a society 
of passive consumers. Dunne and Raby (in Freyer, Noel and Rucki 2008:265) suggest 
that designers acknowledge the ideological dimension of design and play the role of 
critically engaged “design authors”, where the designer is active in the definition of values 
embedded in the products of design and questions the ideologies that are rhetorically 
embedded in such products.  
Critical Design transcends earlier debates on design authorship, which suggested 
autonomy over the production of content resulting in the translation of old-fashioned views 
of authorship being that of ‘egomania’ and indulgent self expression (Dunne and Raby in 
Feyer et al. 2008:265). Those involved in this new form of design authorship stress their 
role as collaborators and participants in the design process as a means of circumventing 
the subjectivity associated with previous notions of design authorship. Critical Design sees 
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authorship as a humanising process, which advocates idiosyncrasy in design. In a similar 
way to literature, authorship does not suggest that the reader adopts a passive and 
uncreative role in the communication process, rather users are encouraged to be 
protagonists, navigating through the communications landscape (ibid.). 
The role of user-as-protagonist, as an active collaborator within the reading of a design, 
emerges as an alternative to the current understanding of users within society. This 
alternative view of design and society has the objective of questioning the limited range of 
psychological and emotional experiences offered by Affirmative Design. It does this by 
acknowledging the “complex, contradictory and even neurotic” nature of the users of 
design (Dunne and Raby 2007:¶16). The Affirmative Design view of society is that people 
are obedient, rational and predictable, which in effect limits design from fully engaging with 
the complexities inherent to human nature. 
According to Dunne and Raby (2007:¶8) Critical Design has emerged as a new form of 
design activity mainly because the “social relations, desires, fantasies, hopes and fears” of 
society are very different from those at the beginning of the twentieth century, yet many of 
the ideas stemming from mainstream design have their basis in theories from that time. 
Affirmative Design is a signifier of the failure of design to progress at the same rate as the 
“technological, political, economic and social” advancements occurring within society at 
the beginning of the twenty-first century (Dunne and Raby 2007:¶8). Critical Design is one 
of the many ways that design is evolving in order to remain relevant to today’s society. 
Critical Design is also an effort to reflect the complexities of human nature instead of 
depicting society as the “easy to satisfy consumers” they are meant to be (Dunne and 
Raby 2010:131). 
2.3.3 Process (3) 
The alternative view of society results in alternative values being used within the design 
process. These alternative values are depicted in Figure 2.2, Dunne and Raby’s A 
Manifesto (2009). Column (a) represents the values currently held by design and can be 
understood as Affirmative Design values. Column (b) lists the alternative values held by 
Critical Design. The Affirmative Design values presented in column (a) are part of the 
predominant understanding of design while the Critical Design values depicted in column 
(b) are a representation of new possibilities for design. These alternatives do not depict 
pure antithesis but rather depict a shift in emphasis via design values. 
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Figure 2.2: A Manifesto (Dunne and Raby, 2009) 
As part of the Critical Design process, alternative values are used like raw materials that 
are shaped into the Critical Design artefact. This can be considered as a “materialized 
form of discourse” where the Critical Design artefact exceeds mere “commentary” or 
“quotation” and itself becomes a “physical critique” (Seago and Dunne 1999:17; Mazé and 
Redstrom 2007:9). 
The Critical Design artefact is usually disseminated through exhibition and publication 
(Bowen 2009:190) and can often take on the form of scenarios, shown in books or film, 
that include the designed artefacts (Dunne and Raby 2001:65). In these scenarios, 
“fictional” or “unreal” values are used in an ambiguous way to encourage the viewer to 
contemplate why the values embodied in the scenario seem unusual (Dunne and Raby 
2001:63). Critical Design achieves this level of ambiguity by communicating these 
unconventional values in a “straight-faced” manner with “products and media visualised in 
fine detail” which leaves the viewer unsure of whether to take the scenarios or artefacts 
literally or not (Pullin 2009:122). Critical Design uses this ambiguity deliberately, in order to 
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provoke a strong reaction within the viewer as a technique of engagement, by mixing 
fiction and reality, borrowing existing commercial structures as a way of engaging, and 
challenging the viewer. ‘Suspension of disbelief’ is a vital method of engaging with the 
viewer: the Critical Design artefact has to strike a perfect balance of being unusual or 
strange but still grounded upon real human behaviour. According to Dunne and Raby 
(2001:63), if the values within the artefact are “too weird”, they are “instantly dismissed”, 
while if they are “not strange enough” they are “absorbed into everyday reality”. In order 
for Critical Design to be effective, it must create an experience that is a “complicated 
pleasure” (Amis in Dunne and Raby 2001:63). The idea of a complicated pleasure is 
something that Dunne and Raby highlight in relation to Critical Design. Dunne (in 
Moggridge 2006:595) relates a complicated pleasure to design by asking, 
How can you design products that provide complex and complicated pleasures, 
that stimulate our imaginations, create dilemmas, make us think, and rather 
than smoothing out our lives, actually create glitches? 
Dunne and Raby offer a suitable analogy for these two very different sets of design values. 
Metaphorically speaking, Affirmative Design can be compared to the genre of the 
“Hollywood blockbuster” through its mostly limited range of intellectual engagement, where 
the “emphasis is on easy pleasure and conformist values” (Dunne and Raby 2001:45). Its 
opposite, Critical Design, can then be compared to that of film noir, which seeks to 
confront the values of conventional cinema genres through its dark, disturbing visual style 
and thematic content by focusing on complex human emotions and behaviour such as 
“disillusionment, melancholy, hopelessness, pessimism, moral confusion and guilt” (Blaser 
and Blaser 2008:5). According to Dunne and Raby (2001:46) imagining this concept in the 
context of design results in:  
Design Noir. As a [design] genre […] would focus on how the psychological 
dimensions of experiences offered through [design] can be expanded […] this 
product genre would address the darker, conceptual models of need that are 
usually limited to cinema and literature.  
By taking influence from the genre of film noir in the form of “Design Noir”, Critical Design 
questions the lack of complex emotional and psychological experiences offered by the 
current outputs of design. When it is assumed that design’s role is only to make things 
positive or ‘nice’, it prevents designers from engaging with characteristics of human nature 
that are usually considered to be negative (Dunne and Raby 2007:¶17). Critical Design 
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uses these negative values in a positive way by highlighting the alarming possibilities of 
the current design paradigm in the form of a “cautionary tale” (ibid.).  
The “cautionary tale” is a form of narrative that warns the reader of the consequences of 
certain actions or current behaviour. Many works of literature have a way of tapping into 
the conscience of society by means of their “hopes” and “fears” and expose the latent 
problems within society that have yet to be identified (Hellerung 2005:2). In a similar way, 
dystopian science fiction uses “exaggerated worst-case scenarios” of the future as a 
critique of the consequences of current trends, societal norms or political systems 
(NCTE/IRA 2006:¶2). Where depictions of future technology usually appear in works of 
“science fiction”, Critical Design depicts fictional social values in the present (Dunne and 
Raby 2001:63). Instead of imaging new elements of science or fictional technology, Critical 
Design envisions the social values that could possibly emerge in the future according to 
rapid advancements in technology. Rather than depicting an “ugly” dystopian vision of the 
future, Critical Design encourages its viewers to reflect on “objections rather than 
aesthetics” as a way of challenging the current values held by design (Pullin 2009:122). 
2.3.4 Consequences (4) 
The objective of the Critical Design process is not to create new products as a way of 
solving a design problem, rather its primary objective is to instil a level of critical reflection 
within the reader of such Critical Design artefacts. Here the artefact takes on the notion of 
conceptual modelling, where the arrangement of materials and form project the conceptual 
elements of the artefact into the foreground. The Critical Design artefact uses alternative 
values to prompt critical reflection in the following way: 
• The reader is presented with the Critical Design artefact depicted within a 
scenario through the medium of publication or exhibition. 
• The alternative design values are played out within the artefacts and scenarios in 
a straight-faced, ambiguous way.  
• The viewer or user then considers why the values within the artefacts and 
scenario seem alternative, unusual or fictional. 
• The critical reflection occurs when the viewer or user weighs the alternative 
values against the existing values of design. 
• Critical reflection results in new awareness of the ideological dimension of design. 
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• Awareness of the fact that design is ideological results in a society that plays an 
active role within their consumption of products and information, through design. 
• Those engaging with Critical Design become emancipated from the hidden 
coercion embedded within design and ideology. 
A deeper understanding reveals that it is perfectly conceivable for Critical Design to exist 
across the spectrum of design activity. This is because Critical Design occupies a 
conceptual space, meaning that it communicates abstract ideas through the arranging of 
particular elements, where alternative, fictional or unusual design values become raw 
materials shaped into the Critical Design artefact. Here the designer arranges these 
elements using the tools, methods and techniques of their specific field to generate Critical 
Design artefacts. Under the rubric of Critical Design, the designer reflects on the 
ideological nature of design, adopts an alternative design perspective and subverts the 
outputs of their practice through critique with the objective of provoking critical reflection 
within the ‘reader’. 
2.4 Chapter summary 
The purpose of this chapter was to provide a deeper understanding of Critical Design by 
reviewing pertinent literature, predominantly by Dunne and Raby, who have been labelled 
as the leading proponents of Critical Design. Dunne and Raby proposed that because 
design is not neutral in the way that it is underpinned by a particular worldview, it can be 
considered to fall into the categories of either Affirmative Design or Critical Design. The 
former affirms the status quo by leaving the ideological nature of design unchallenged and 
the latter is critical of this situation, embedding alternative design values into artefacts as 
an embodied critique. The purpose of Critical Design was discussed as a means of making 
visible the ideological nature of design, in the hope of facilitating emancipation within its 
readers, making them fully aware of the ideological implications of design. Critical Design 
is informed by a critical theory approach which stems from the Frankfurt School of Thought 
and is characterised by the critique of ideology. The ideological distinctions between 
Critical Design and Affirmative Design were used to inform the contrasting characteristics 
between the two types of design. The contrasting characteristics were depicted in the form 
of a diagram which is intended to illustrate the characteristics of Affirmative Design or 
Critical Design so that they can be applied within all fields of design. Identifying design as 
either Affirmative Design or Critical Design requires the understanding of a designer’s 
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critical reflection, alternative design perspective and process behind the Critical Design 
artefact in order to determine the consequence.  
In Chapter 3, the characteristics of Critical Design, as explored in the diagram, will be 
developed into a set of criteria that will be used to guide the analysis of two case studies. 
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Chapter 3: 
Research Methodology: Applying the characteristics of Critical Design 
3.1 Introduction 
Chapter 2 of this study identified the characteristics of Affirmative Design and Critical 
Design. The characteristics were then discussed in order to define Critical Design as a 
category of design that could be applied to all fields of design practice. The intention of this 
chapter is to clarify the methods that will be used in this study. This will be achieved 
through a research design that explains the relationship between theoretical and practical 
components of the study. Secondly, this chapter will discuss how the findings will be 
collected, which consists of the analyses of two case studies of graphic design and the 
range of graphic design artefacts generated by the researcher. This chapter will then 
discuss how the findings will be analysed, which will be according to criteria that will be 
established from the characteristics of Critical Design.  
3.2 Research design 
The theoretical component and the practical component of this study are interrelated and 
informed by the characteristics of Critical Design (identified in Chapter 2). The theoretical 
component includes establishing the characteristics of Critical Design, visual analysis 
(supported by literature) of two case studies, and the analysis of the practical component 
produced by the researcher. The practical component comprises of a range of graphic 
design artefacts informed by the characteristics of Critical Design.  
The theoretical component of the study includes developing a set of criteria to analyse 
graphic design examples with the intention of labelling them as Critical Design. The 
characteristics used to define Critical Design were organised into a rubric in such a way 
that allows it to be applied to all fields of design, as it emerges predominantly from product 
design. The elements that characterise Critical Design will be used as criteria for analysis 
of selected examples of graphic design. This will be developed fully in section 3.5.  
The purpose of the case studies analysis is to assess whether the criteria extracted from 
the characteristics of Critical Design confirm that the case studies are in fact Critical 
Design. The case studies were selected due to their similarities to the objectives of Critical 
Design. Once the case studies have been confirmed as Critical Design, the criteria will be 
determined as an appropriate model for evaluating whether any example of design can be 
defined as Critical Design or not. 
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The practical component will then be analysed. The artefacts consist of investigations into 
the ideological nature of graphic design, observations of the predominant values of graphic 
design and proposals regarding an alternative role for graphic design within society. The 
researcher will explain how the graphic design artefacts were produced so that they 
illustrate the characteristics of Critical Design, and the graphic design artefacts will be 
analysed according to the criteria to determine if they can be defined as Critical Design. 
This analysis will determine whether the characteristics used to establish the criteria are 
an appropriate definition for Critical Design. 
 
3.3 Collecting the findings: Case studies and graphic design artefacts 
The analysis includes two case studies of established graphic designers and a range of 
graphic design artefacts developed as part of the practical component of the study. The 
case study analysis will consist of the 1972/73 Mart.Spruijt calendar by the Dutch graphic 
designer Jan van Toorn, and the Sealand Identity Project by the graphic design studio 
Metahaven. Graphic design projects by van Toorn and Metahaven were selected as case 
studies due to similarities in objectives to Critical Design. Boyd and Fisher (2011:101) 
highlight similarities in the critical practices of van Toorn and Metahaven but highlight a 
difference in their agenda, due to transformations within society and graphic design since 
the advent of the Internet. Although the works of van Toorn and Metahaven have been 
considered as critical forms of design, they have yet to be labelled explicitly as Critical 
Design.  
 
The first case study is the 1972/73 Mart.Spruijt calendar by Jan van Toorn, which was 
selected as a case study because of its critical nature. Van Toorn designed calendars for 
Mart.Spruijt, a Dutch printing and publishing house, from 1970 – 1977, and all of these 
express his idiosyncratic approach to graphic design. The 1972/73 calendar was selected 
as it is considered as the most representative of his reflections about graphic design. The 
poster was reprinted forty years later to celebrate van Toorn’s eightieth birthday, and forty 
years later, the calendar is still visually extraordinary as an uncompromising example of a 
graphic design (Poynor 2012:¶1). The 1972/73 calendar is considered as the most 
critically orientated in the way it disrupted an everyday object with subversive political 
critique and unexpected imagery. The calendar represents van Toorn’s reflections about 
the notion that graphic design is never a neutral form of visual communication, as it is 
mediated by the designer. Van Toorn’s objective, through the calendar, was to make the 
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‘reader’ aware of the coercive techniques of graphic design by using unexpected images 
within the usually quotidian nature of the printer’s calendar (Poynor 2008b:97). 
Metahaven’s founding endeavour, the Sealand Identity Project, is selected as the second 
case study because of their critical approach to investigating the relationship between 
graphic design and the projection of political power in the form of nation branding and 
corporate identity. The Sealand Identity Project is expressive of Metahaven’s speculative 
approach to graphic design, where the project manifested itself in a range of visual 
proposals pertaining to nation branding and corporate identity consisting of heraldry, coins, 
flags, emblems and advertorials that express Sealand’s possible use as an offshore data 
haven. The objective of the Sealand project is to question the propagation of political 
power through ideology and thus make the ‘reader’ aware of these underpinnings 
associated with graphic design and branding. 
As stated previously in this chapter, the characteristics of Critical Design will inform the 
production of a range of graphic design artefacts that are based on observations of the 
predominant values of graphic design, investigations into the ideological underpinnings of 
graphic design and proposals that suggest an alternative role for graphic design within 
society. The artefacts are produced to illustrate the characteristics of Critical Design. 
These artefacts can be described as experimental in the way that they are informed by the 
characteristics of Critical Design but are not yet labelled as the products of Critical Design. 
Implying that the produced graphic design artefacts are experimental suggests that they 
are attempts at creating Critical [Graphic] Design, but can only be labelled as such once 
they have been analysed according to the criteria. 
3.4 Analysing the findings 
The case studies will be analysed according to the criteria which were extracted from the 
characteristics of Critical Design (see 3.5). Both informal visual analysis and literature will 
be used to support the discussions of the case studies.  
 
The case study analyses will consist of discussing the critical reflection performed by the 
designer/studio and the interaction between their critical theories of graphic design and the 
critical outputs of their respective practices. This discussion will consist of a visual analysis 
of the selected images of their work and a review of available literature pertaining to their 
respective projects. 
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The analysis of the 1972/73 Mart.Spruijt calendar and the Sealand Identity Project serves 
as a method of testing whether the characteristics determined in Chapter 2 and the 
analysis criteria are appropriate for evaluating examples of graphic design in order to label 
them as Critical Design. Once the characteristics are deemed an appropriate approach to 
evaluate Critical Design, the criteria will be used to evaluate if the researcher has 
successfully applied the characteristics of Critical Design to the practice of graphic design.  
 
3.5  Establishing the criteria of Critical Design 
As stated above, the analysis of the case studies and range of graphic design artefacts will 
be guided by the characteristics that define Critical Design. The characteristics of 
Affirmative Design and Critical Design were established in the Chapter 2 and were 
discussed in relation to the field of product design. These characteristics of Critical Design 
were composed in such a way that they could apply to all fields of design practice.  
An inspection of Critical Design suggests that the following criteria could be used to 
analyse a designed artefact in order to determine if it can be defined as Critical Design: 
 
• Critical Reflection: Critical reflection upon design reveals that design is an 
ideological activity. 
• Alternative Design Perspective: From the critical reflection emerges an 
alternative perspective of design’s role within society. 
• Process: The process of producing Critical Design involves embedding alternative, 
fictional and unusual values within artefacts. 
• Consequences: The intended consequence of Critical Design is to encourage the 
‘reader’ to critically reflect upon the ideological nature of design. 
 
These criteria will be established using the table depicted in Figure 3.1. Based on this 
understanding of Critical Design, each criterion will be translated into a supporting 
question that needs to be answered by the process of analysis. 
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Criteria  Questions for analysis 
(1) Critical Reflection What has the critical reflection by the designer 
suggested about the field of graphic design? 
(2) Alternative Design 
     Perspective 
How has the designer’s critical reflection informed 
their alternative perspective of graphic design? 
(3) Process Has the designer used alternative, fictional or 
unusual values as a critique of the current values of 
graphic design? 
 
(4) Consequences Does the example of graphic design encourage the 
‘reader’ to critically reflect on the ideological nature 
of graphic design? 
 
Figure 3.1: Critical Design criteria 
 
3.5.1 Critical Reflection  
It was established in Chapter 2 that critical reflection within the reader is the intended 
result of Critical Design. However, it is also the starting point of the pathway to Critical 
Design as depicted in Figure 2.1 (A visual definition of Critical Design (see page 20). This 
implies that Critical Design is a critical theory of design as it emanates from reflecting on 
design’s social context, design’s function within society, and the role of the designer. 
Critical reflection unearths deep-seated ideological underpinnings that are at play within all 
fields of design. As pointed out in Chapter 1, according to Drucker and McVarish (2009:xiii 
– xix), critical reflection on graphic design reveals the following insight: 
Graphic design is never just there. Graphic artefacts always serve a purpose 
and contain an agenda, no matter how neutral or natural they appear to be. 
Someone is addressing someone else, for some reason, through every object 
of designed communication. The graphic forms of design are expressions of the 
forces that shape our lives. 
 
This understanding of critical reflection, which is rooted in critical theory, forms the basis of 
the first criterion of analysis. Finlayson’s (2005:3) explanation of critical reflection, which 
was mentioned in Chapter 2, will guide the discussion of the critical reflection of van Toorn 
and Metahaven in the case studies analysis. This will involve looking at how both van 
Toorn and Metahaven have reflected on the social context that has given rise to the way 
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graphic design is currently understood and the purposes and interests of its practitioners. 
 
3.5.2. Alternative Design Perspective 
The second criterion of analysis looks at how the designer’s critical reflection has informed 
their alternative design perspective. The alternative design perspective emerges from a 
perspective transformation that comes about from the critical reflection about the 
ideological nature of design. As stated by Mezirow (1990:14):  
Perspective transformation is the process of becoming critically aware of how 
we perceive, understand, and feel about our world; of reformulating these 
assumptions to permit a more inclusive, discriminating, permeable, and 
integrative perspective; and of making decisions or otherwise acting upon these 
new understandings. 
Critically reflecting upon design results in a “perspective transformation” within the 
designer: an alternative perspective that is implemented through Critical Design is 
favoured over the dominant perspective of design practice. 
 
3.5.3. Process 
The third criterion of Critical Design pertains to embedding the Critical Design artefact with 
alternative design values, which is shown in Figure 2.1. The process of creating a Critical 
Design artefact involves using the alternative design perspective to imagine new 
possibilities for design. These new possibilities are translated from alternative, fictional or 
unusual social values. Such values are embedded within the Critical Design artefacts as a 
critique of the values currently held by graphic design in the form of Affirmative [Graphic] 
Design. In order to analyse the design process behind the selected case studies, this 
criterion of analysis asks why the design values depicted within the project would be 
considered alternative, unusual or fictional. 
 
3.5.4 Consequences 
The final criterion, depicted at the end of the pathway in Figure 2.1, focuses on the 
consequences of the Critical Design within each of the case studies. In order for an 
example of design to be defined as Critical Design, the consequences of the artefact need 
to prompt the ‘reader’ to critically reflect on the ideological nature of design. The critical 
reflection on behalf of the ‘reader’ serves to encourage emancipation from the ideologies 
disseminated by graphic design.  
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3.6 Chapter summary 
This chapter described the methods used in order to apply Critical Design to the context of 
the graphic design field. The methods of this study were explained according to a research 
design (Section 3.2), which explained how the theoretical components of this study are 
related. The research design stated that the theoretical component first identified the 
characteristics of Critical Design and then described how those characteristics would be 
used to establish criteria. The research design indicated that two case studies and the 
practical component would be analysed according to the criteria of Critical Design. The 
practical component was explained as a range of graphic design artefacts generated by 
the researcher using the characteristics of Critical Design.  
Section 3.3 explained the selection of the two case studies consisting of Jan van Toorn’s 
1972/73 Mart.Spruijt calendar and Metahaven’s Sealand Identity Project. The findings in 
Section 3.4 explained how the chosen case studies and the range of graphic design 
artefacts would be analysed. The case studies were selected because they possess 
similarities in objectives to Critical Design but have not been explicitly defined as Critical 
Design. Findings from the practical component would also be analysed, in order to 
evaluate whether the researcher has successfully applied the characteristics of Critical 
Design to the practice of graphic design. 
Establishing the criteria of Critical Design (Section 3.5) described the characteristics to be 
used as criteria for the analysis of both the case studies and the range of graphic design 
artefacts. This section stated that each criterion is based on a characteristic of Critical 
Design and is supported by a subsequent supporting question, consisting of: (1) Critical 
Reflection: what has the designer’s critical reflection suggested about the field of graphic 
design? (2) Alternative Design Perspective: How has the designer’s critical reflection 
informed their alternative design perspective? (3) Process: Why are the design values 
expressed by the example of graphic design considered as alternative, fictional or 
unusual? (4) Consequences: Does the example of graphic design encourage the ‘reader’ 
to critically reflect on the ideological nature of graphic design?  
 
Chapter 4 will utilise the criteria of Critical Design, established in Chapter 2, for the 
analysis of Jan van Toorn’s 1972/73 Mart.Spruijt calendar and Metahaven’s Sealand 
Identity Project in order to define them as Critical [Graphic] Design. Thus, the analysis 
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chapter aims to determine the criteria as an appropriate model for the evaluation of 
various types of design as Critical Design.  
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Chapter 4 
Jan van Toorn and Metahaven as examples of Critical [Graphic] Design  
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter analyses two case studies to determine whether they can be defined as 
Critical Design. This analysis will test whether the Critical Design criteria established in 
Chapter 3 (see Figure 3.1, page 33), are able to define selected graphic design artefacts 
as Critical Design. The critical reflection will use the criteria to guide the discussion of the 
designer/studio projects according to their understanding of the nature and role of graphic 
design within society, and their alternative perspectives on graphic design practice. This is 
followed by a discussion of the process of embodying alternative values within the graphic 
design artefacts, as a critique of the status quo of graphic design, and finally, the 
consequences of the graphic design artefacts on the ‘reader’.  
The first case study is the 1972/73 calendar for the Dutch printing and publishing house 
Mart.Spruijt by Jan van Toorn. The 1972/73 calendar is an appropriate example of van 
Toorn’s critical approach to graphic design as a tool for social and political critique. Van 
Toorn is considered a precursor of the incorporation of criticality into the practice of 
graphic design. He has been described as a rarity, a radical designer with a steady career 
and an international reputation as both a commercial designer and design educator (Bil’ak 
2008:¶1). Van Toorn’s commercial career encompasses a long list of clients within 
commercial and cultural sectors, including clients such as Philips’ Telecommunicatie 
Industrie (PTT), Sikkens paint company, Mart.Spruijt, Van Abbemuseum, the Netherlands 
Ministry for Cultural Affairs and DeBeyerd. As an educator, van Toorn was appointed the 
director of the Jan van Eyck Academie, a postgraduate art school in Maastricht that is an 
acclaimed centre for critical thought in art and design.  
The second case study focuses on the Sealand Identity Project by the graphic design 
studio Metahaven. The Sealand Identity Project was initiated by Daniel van der Velden, 
one of the founders of Metahaven, at the Jan van Eyck Academie. Metahaven now 
consists of van der Velden in partnership with Vinca Kruk. The Sealand Identity Project 
was the founding project for Metahaven, and consisted of investigations into the notion of 
branding and corporate identity for the Principality of Sealand as a form of political critique. 
Metahaven’s work deals with research informing design practice, and was concerned with 
the role of visual identity. The Sealand Identity Project was selected from a host of other 
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critically oriented projects because of its use of alternative, fictional and unusual design 
values embedded within a range of visual proposals. 
4.2 Jan van Toorn: A precursor to critical graphic design practice 
Van Toorn represents one of the most distinguished and provocative figures within a 
generation of graphic designers from the Netherlands. He is set apart from his 
contemporaries by his critical perspective of the social and political concerns of the 
practice. His idiosyncratic approach to graphic design and visual communication has left a 
significant mark and strong influence within the history of the practice. This influence, 
although not instantly recognisable in the work of others, consists of valuing concept over 
form and valuing subtle obliqueness over explicit ways of communicating information. 
These visual devices and strategies he introduced ran counter to generally accepted 
graphic design practice of the 1970s. The visual devices and strategies have influenced 
many graphic designers since then, giving his early work an air of notable foresight 
(Poynor 2008b:81).  
In 1992, as the director of the Jan van Eyck Acadamie, van Toorn’s proposal to extend the 
academy’s traditional combination of art and design by integrating it with a new 
department of theory was accepted by the Dutch Ministry of Culture. According to Poynor 
(2008b:81), Van Toorn’s motivation for such a proposal is suggested by his expression 
that:  
Everything is mediated nowadays, real experience no longer exists – it’s all 
intertextual. At the same time, there are dominant forces establishing the way 
we deal with things. The combination of art and design in the traditional sense 
was not enough. My idea was to combine them with theory, and that tension 
should be explored and made productive by looking at them in the public 
sphere. 
The Jan van Eyck Acadamie became, under van Toorn’s directorship, an institution 
where individual freedom, disciplinary discourse and a wider cultural context became 
interconnected, allowing it to become a venue for practical and theoretical reflection 
while not being restricted to accepted values. The academy became a place to 
explore the historical, social and intellectual preconditions for visual production, to 
expand and deepen reflective practices and stimulate critical debate through graphic 
design (Choi and Choi 2004:10). 
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Two notable publications emerged from the integration of fine art, design and theory of the 
Jan van Eyck Acadamie. The publications And Justice for All (1994), edited by Ole 
Bouman, and design beyond Design (1997), edited by van Toorn, pushed the limits of 
graphic design practice. Van Toorn was a significant voice within these publications, which 
used insights that were informed by the perspectives presented by the Frankfurt School. 
These insights suggested that design performed little more than a role of “organization of 
production and in helping to stimulate consumption” (van Toorn 1994:151). Van Toorn was 
being critical of design as an instrument for the dissemination of capitalist ideology, 
drawing inspiration from Ulrich Beck (1999:81) who stated that “being becomes design, 
world-wide”. Van Toorn suggests that Beck’s statement reveals that under the condition of 
the capitalist regime design has become a worldwide instrument for the “colonization of 
being” associated with ideology (McCoy, Triggs and van Toorn 2002:326).  
Van Toorn developed an unorthodox design practice that set the socially and politically 
engaged designer against the normative determinations of the communications industry 
and the increasingly neo-liberal state. Van Toorn described his practice as “visual 
journalism” with an “emancipatory agenda” (in Boyd and Fisher 2011:101). Van Toorn 
made a significant contribution to graphic design through his influence at the Jan van Eyck 
Acadamie and as a designer concerned with public communication that exceeded 
reinforcing the status quo (Poynor 2008b:122 – 23). Writing in the 2012 reprint of the 
1972/73 calendar, Els Kuijpers (Kuijpers and van Toorn 2012:1) suggests that the 1972/73 
Mart.Spruit calendar represents the coming together of van Toorn’s unique ‘voice’ as a 
graphic designer. 
4.3  Case study: 1972/73 Mart.Spruijt Calendar by Jan van Toorn (Addendum A) 
The 1972/73 Mart.Spruijt Calendar is celebrated as one of van Toorn’s most famous 
graphic design projects. The calendar was famously labelled as the “People’s Calendar” 
because of its depiction of unremarkable working class men and women juxtaposed 
amongst images of politicians, celebrities and press images of figures of war and 
participants in atrocities. The calendar begins and ends halfway through the year with 
each page arranged according to a theme. These themes include ordinary women of 
Amsterdam for the months of May to June (Figure 4.3, page 83); glamour photography for 
the month of June (Figure 4.4, page 83) and celebrities such as French actress and singer 
Jeanne Moreau (Figure 4.5, page 84); politicians for July (Figure 4.6, page 84); press 
photographs depicting the atrocities of war (Bengali guerrillas killing prisoners in Dacca) 
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for August  (Figure 4.7, page 85); activists such as Black Panther associate Angela Davis 
(Figure 4.8, page 85) and anti-war protesters (Figure 4.9, page 86) for October; and 
advertising imagery for February depicting lingerie models (Figure 4.10, page 86). Van 
Toorn has cut out the figures in rough outlines and pasted them on the page as if 
assembling a scrapbook. Some images are arranged according to a grid while others have 
a more disrupted appearance with much of the calendar’s aesthetic impact characterised 
by the idiosyncratic compositions, crowding of elements on the page and control of 
negative space (Poynor 2012:¶4).  
4.3.1 Critical Reflection: How has van Toorn reflected critically about the practice of 
 graphic design? 
Van Toorn’s reflections are influenced by Hans Magnus Enzenberger’s The Constituents 
of New Media (1970). This inspired him to state that graphic design, as a form of visual 
communication, is not a true reflection of reality. Rather, it functions as a distortion of 
reality that operates in the interest of the corporation. Van Toorn (in Poynor 2008b:190) 
states that “working within this reality, we will constantly find ourselves in a field of tension 
between individual, corporate and public interest”.  
As stated above, Enzenberger, who as a media theorist suggested that media could be 
distinguished as either repressive or emancipatory, inspired Van Toorn’s reflections about 
the nature and role of graphic design (Poynor 2008b:95). The repressive use of media can 
be understood as being centrally controlled, with one transmitter and many receivers, 
resulting in passive consumer behaviour. Conversely, the emancipatory use of media 
allows each receiver to be a potential sender. and as a form of interaction it contributes to 
the political learning process  
In the light of Enzenberger’s conception of media, Van Toorn suggests that graphic design 
is a repressive form of media, communicating messages that are not open to 
interpretation. Van Toorn (in Ilyin and Salen 1991:57) states that: “In our culture, the 
tradition is to strive for a closed product: a kind of statement composed of form and 
content that is somehow complete in itself”. Van Toorn believed that communicating 
messages with only one possible meaning implicates that graphic design is a manipulation 
of information. According to van Toorn, not allowing the ‘reader’ to take part in the 
communication’s argument is being untrue to the real aim of open, honest and democratic 
communication (van Toorn in Poynor 2008b:97). This means that graphic design is not a 
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neutral medium of communication: the designer as the mediator of the message always 
manipulates information.  
Van Toorn (in Poynor 2008b:222) believes that design is too preoccupied with the visual 
aspects of communication as a realistic imitation of real life and is not concerned with 
understanding visual communication as subjective narrative and interpretive element. Van 
Toorn (in Poynor 2008:97) explains this notion further by stating that graphic designers 
support institutional interest and in so doing this becomes part of the product of graphic 
design, where their role as mediator is often compromised by producers of information to 
hide their true motives and interests. Designers are confronted with deciding between 
communicating messages of private interest and communicating in the collective interest 
of society (van Toorn 2004:32). 
Van Toorn’s critical reflection that inspired him to create the ‘People’s Calendar’ (1972/73 
Mart.Spruijt Calendar) revealed that not only is visual communication a distorted version of 
reality but graphic designers are in a compromised position in communicating this reality in 
private and corporate interests. Van Toorn’s critical reflection has influenced his alternative 
design perspective, including the ‘reader’ in the communication process associated with 
graphic design. 
4.3.2 Alternative Design Perspective: How has van Toorn’s critical reflection informed 
 his alternative perspective of graphic design? 
As stated in the previous criterion of analysis, van Toorn’s critical reflection about the role 
of graphic design revealed that as a form of visual communication it presents a distorted 
version of reality and does not allow the ‘reader’ to become emancipated by interpreting 
their own meaning from the message. Van Toorn’s critical reflection has determined his 
alternative design perspective.  
Van Toorn’s alternative design perspective expressed that graphic design should be 
critically oriented to encourage the ‘reader’ to question the reality that is presented through 
visual communication in order to stimulate a more active way of dealing with that reality 
(van Toorn in Poynor 2008:97). Van Toorn suggests that in order to achieve a more active 
way of dealing with the reality presented within visual communication the designer should 
act in the interest of society by revealing the repressive nature of visual communication. 
“In one way or another the public must remain in a position where they can also measure 
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the motives of the producer and the mediator that lie behind the product, against their own 
experience of the world” (van Toorn in Kuijpers 1994:47).  
Van Toorn highlights his role as a visual journalist and perceives this role as an 
opportunity for designers to operate in the interest of society, which implies, according to 
Poynor (2004:¶4), that designers should function like reporters by investigating, reflecting, 
editing, shaping and delivering their findings in the form of a visual outcome. This visual 
outcome needs to be open to interpretation and van Toorn achieves this level of 
interpretation through a technique which he refers to as a dialogic approach.  
The dialogic approach is a technique van Toorn used in order to encourage active 
interpretation of visual communication. The active interpretation on behalf of the ‘reader’ 
will help society to decipher the world in new alternative ways and contribute to 
emancipation from the ideological underpinnings at play within graphic design and visual 
communication (van Toorn 2002:326). Van Toorn (2004) states the distinction between a 
dialogical and a conventional approach as: 
Unlike the classic form of visual communication, the dialogic approach is a 
connective model of visual rhetoric with a polemic nature and polyphonic visual 
form. A storytelling structure that seeks to reveal the opposing elements of the 
message and opts for active interpretation by the spectator.  
Van Toorn’s dialogic approach is evident within the 1972/73 Mart.Spruijt calendar’s first 
two pages (Figures 4.1 – 4.2). The calendar opens onto a page depicting a roughly cut out 
photograph of American president Richard Nixon and Henry Kissinger surrounded by a 
crowd of people. The photograph is superimposed upon a photograph of Gamal Abdel 
Nasser, the former president of Egypt. On the first page, van Toorn draws attention to 
president Nixon by drawing a circle around his head (Figure 4.1, page 82) and on the 
following page of the calendar the circle has been drawn around an anonymous man in 
the crowd surrounding Nasser (Figure 4.2, page 82). Van Toorn’s intervention on both 
images is what increases the meaning of the communication and evokes many 
associations with America and its relations of power in the world (Kuijpers 2012:4). Van 
Toorn’s intervention on the images also signifies his attempts at making the ‘reader’ aware 
of his position as a manipulator of information, which invokes Enzenberger’s claim: “There 
is no such thing as unmanipulated writing, filming or broadcasting. The problem is not 
whether the media are manipulated or not, but who manipulates them” (Enzenberger 
1970:261).  
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Van Toorn’s alternative design perspective can be confirmed as a critical position with the 
view that graphic design, as a means of public communication, should do more than re-
affirm the current version of reality (Poynor 2008b:79). The power of the 1972/73 People’s 
Calendar lies in van Toorn’s perspective of graphic design as an exemplary vehicle for a 
socially oriented design practice. 
4.3.3 Process: Has van Toorn used alternative, fictional or unusual values as a critique  
 of the current values of graphic design? 
Van Toorn’s 1972/73 Mart.Spruijt calendar has been referred to as one of the most 
extraordinary and provocative examples of graphic design of its era (Poynor 2012:¶1). Van 
Toorn has achieved this level of provocation through the 1972/73 Mart.Spruit by using 
imagery and techniques that were employed to encourage the reader to extract their own 
meaning from what was depicted.  
Van Toorn has employed only photographs for his visual essay within the pages of the 
calendar. The calendar has no text to direct the ‘reader’ towards the connection between 
the images. Van Toorn collected images and categorised them according to themes: 
everyday life, politics, militarisation and advertising. Van Toorn has used a visually 
idiosyncratic approach to arranging the material by cutting out the images roughly, placing 
some of them within a grid system with overlaps and disruptions while others are more 
scattered and dynamic in their layout (Poynor 2012:¶4).  
Van Toorn has also left traces of production within the calendar: elements of reproduction 
(duplication of the same subject matter), montage effects by arranging and re-
photographing, and the casual way the images have been cut-out, folded and torn. Van 
Toorn employed a selection of techniques usually employed by the designer but hidden 
within the finished product. According to Kuijpers (2012:10), van Toorn had the intention of 
making the ‘reader’ realise the fiction related to the representation of reality. The calendar 
presents an alternative depiction of imagery because at that time Dutch graphic design 
was characterised by the uniformity and rationality of Modernism. 
Van Toorn used these calendars to experiment with photo editing, breaking away from the 
traditional photo-narrative, which was by then well established through magazines such as 
Time, Life and the Sunday Times Magazine. Van Toorn’s style was to not follow a linear 
story, but to combine alternative images that he anticipated would trigger the ‘reader’ into 
trying to reconstruct the argument or story behind them. The intention behind this was that 
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the ‘reader’ would become aware of the manipulative strategies used by the news, 
photojournalism and the media in general (Bruinsma 2007:¶8). 
Van Toorn’s selection of the chosen imagery also contributes to the calendar’s intention of 
encouraging the ‘reader’ to construct their own meaning from the seemingly disconnected 
imagery. Kuijpers (in Poynor 2012:¶6) suggests that the calendar looks for the situation 
within the individual ‘reader’ so that they can discover for themselves the complexities of 
society based on their own understandings of the world.  
Van Toorn predominantly uses headshots of men, women, children, shoppers, and female 
underwear models as an ironic form of feminist commentary, marching soldiers in 
reference to the war in Vietnam, and celebrities and politicians. There was a recurrent 
emphasis in his work on the ordinary, on everyday situations and the experiences of real 
people. Anyone who put the 1972/73 Mart.Spruijt calendar on their wall would have been 
reminded, every week of the year, of the “complex, contradictory and troubled nature of 
the contemporary world” (Poynor 2004:¶5).  
There is no immediate connection between the subjects depicted in the images. Normal 
people are interspersed between newspaper photographs of celebrities and politicians. 
Although there are no captions to explain the imagery, the news photographs would have 
been easily recognizable at the time. This made their appearance even more significant as 
it was unexpected for images of everyday citizens to be dealt with on equal terms to 
politicians and celebrities. There is equivalence in the representation of these images, one 
week depicts the ordinary citizen (Figure 4.3, page 83), the next depicts film stars (Figure 
4.4), and is soon followed by a public execution (Figure 4.7, page 85): the calendar 
provides the material for the inquiry but does not provide the answers (Poynor 2012:¶5).  
The design values depicted within the calendar are alternative because of the calendar’s 
disruptive appearance, unusual because of the depictions within the subject matter, and 
even fictional in the way that van Toorn blurred the lines between figures of popular media 
images and ordinary citizens.  
4.3.4  Consequences: Does the Mart.Spruijt calendar encourage the ‘reader’ to critically  
 reflect on the ideological nature of graphic design? 
As the consequence of the critical reflection about graphic design, alternative design 
perspective and the process of embedding the calendar with alternative design values, 
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van Toorn has managed to imbue an everyday object with political critique. The message 
is politicised not by merely espousing a particular political ideology but rather through the 
way that van Toorn has treated the subject matter, or, in the words of Kuijpers (2012:10), 
“the method politicises the message”. Van Toorn achieved this by accumulating images 
themed around politics, popular media figures and images from advertising, all of which 
depict the visual reality of Western culture in its entirety, and juxtaposing them amongst 
images of ordinary citizens.  
Van Toorn has used these seemingly unconnected themes to encourage the ‘reader’ of 
the calendar to contemplate the way in which reality is depicted through graphic design as 
visual communication. Van Toorn has also employed his techniques of dialogical 
communication to encourage each individual ‘reader’ to extract their own meaning of the 
narrative depicted within the calendar. Van Toorn has revealed his own role as a mediator 
of the visual of the message and has communicated this through the calendar by revealing 
the techniques usually employed by the graphic designer to conceal the intentions of the 
producer of the message. 
Through the 1972/73 Mart.Spruijt calendar, van Toorn has attempted to encourage the 
viewer to play an active role in the interpretation of visual communication. The inclusion of 
the interpretation into visual communication emancipates the ‘reader’ from the repressive 
nature of closed messages associated with the graphic design of that era. Van Toorn 
encouraged the ‘reader’ to critically reflect on graphic design’s role in the depiction of a 
distorted version of reality and its role in making that reality seem inevitable.  
4.4 Findings: The 1972/73 Mart.Spruijt Calendar as Critical [Graphic] 
 Design 
Van Toorn’s critical reflections suggested that graphic design was preoccupied with 
communicating closed messages, which did not allow the ‘reader’ to actively 
participate in the communication of the message. It was stated by van Toorn that this 
preoccupation with communicating closed messages has a repressive effect on 
society.  
According to van Toorn’s critical reflection, graphic design was predominantly concerned 
with communicating messages which were complete in both form and content and had 
only one possible meaning. Van Toorn’s critical reflections also revealed that graphic 
designers see their role as mediators between the collective interest of society and the 
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private interest of the corporation or institution. However, graphic design is often biased 
towards communicating in the interest of the producer of the information (the corporation 
or institution) and allowing graphic design to become a tool to hide the true motives of the 
producer within the mediation of the message. The bias towards private interest results in 
design projecting a distorted version of reality, communicating only one possible 
interpretation of that reality. The critical reflection offered by van Toorn suggests that 
graphic design is ideological in a way that does not allow for new possibilities, as it is 
preoccupied with affirming the status quo. 
The abovementioned critical reflection went on to define van Toorn’s alternative 
perspective of graphic design, which expressed that the ‘reader’ should be encouraged to 
question the reality that is communicated through graphic design. Van Toorn’s alternative 
design perspective suggested that graphic design should play a more socially proactive 
role and act in the collective interest of society. In van Toorn’s view, designers should 
operate like critically engaged visual journalists. The alternative design perspective held by 
van Toorn sees design as an opportunity to suggest alternatives to the current version of 
reality through design as critique.  
Van Toorn’s 1972/73 Mart.Spruijt calendar can be defined as Critical Design because it 
mobilised van Toorn’s critical reflection and alternative design perspective. Van Toorn’s 
intention behind the calendar was to encourage the viewer to critically reflect on the reality 
that was predominantly presented within visual communication. Van Toorn encouraged the 
‘reader’ to critically reflect by embedding alternative, fictional and unusual design values 
within the 1972/73 calendar, which he labelled as dialogic technique. Van Toorn used the 
dialogic technique to invite the reader to actively interpret the visual communication of the 
calendar, which involved revealing opposing elements within the message. The 1972/73 
Mart.Spruijt calendar encouraged the ‘reader’ to construct their own meaning from the 
visual communication and in this way critically reflect on how reality was predominantly 
depicted in visual communication.  
Through the 1972/73 Mart.Spruijt calendar van Toorn was being critical of Affirmative 
Design in the context of the graphic design field. The 1972/73 Mart.Spruijt calendar is 
Critical Graphic Design because it questions the way in which Affirmative Design re-affirms 
the status quo. The Affirmative Graphic Design that van Toorn sought to critique can be 
defined as the visual communication of closed messages that do not allow the ‘reader’ to 
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play an active role within communication through interpretation, are in the interest of the 
corporation or institution, and project a distorted version of reality as the only possibility. 
Through his critique of Affirmative Design, van Toorn’s 1972/73 Mart.Spruijt calendar can 
be defined as Critical Design. 
4.5 Metahaven: A studio for design and research 
Metahaven is a graphic design group that was founded in 2006 and comprises Daniel van 
der Velden and Vinca Kruk. Van der Velden and Kruk were both students at the Jan van 
Eyck Acadamie, which suggests a strong influence of van Toorn as an antecedent to their 
critical approach to graphic design. Like van Toorn, Metahaven’s work is characterised by 
its critical engagement with forms of state and national power but exhibits less of van 
Toorn’s activist agenda (Boyd and Fisher 2011:101). This difference in agenda is due to 
the transformations of both society and graphic design since the 1970s, when van Toorn 
was a significant voice within graphic design. These transformations are in part due to the 
advent of the Internet, which has transformed Marshall McLuhan’s (1962:31) conception of 
society as a “global village” into a society under the hegemonic control of network power 
(van der Velden et al. 2005:106).  
Metahaven have been described by Poynor (2009:¶2) as one of the most theoretically 
informed graphic designers, skilful in their strategy, and a highly articulate group of 
thinkers operating in graphic design. Their area of interest concerns a coherent critique of 
branding, corporate identity and geopolitics. Their emergence as a graphic design studio is 
a result of dissatisfaction with the current possibilities of graphic design. Kruk (in Poynor 
2009:¶3) comments that after graduating from the Willem de Kooning Academie in 
Rotterdam, she felt there was not enough freedom in graphic design to explore theory. 
Kruk and van der Velden were both motivated to enrol at the Jan van Eyck Acadamie 
because theory was an emphasised part of the postgraduate curriculum.  
Kruk and van der Velden state that the 11 September 2001 terrorist attacks on New York 
were an activating event and influenced a shift in their political understanding of graphic 
design. The silhouette of the Twin Towers can be considered a logo and is a 
representation of western capitalism. The levelling of the buildings as a world famous 
‘logo’ of capitalism turned van der Velden and Kruk’s thinking about iconography, ideology 
and representation into reality (Poynor 2012:3). Van der Velden and Kruk have slightly 
different views pertaining to the politicisation of graphic design. Van der Velden’s political 
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thinking is highly influenced by the political theorists Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri. In 
Empire Hardt and Negri (2001:347) state that:  
Communication is the form of capitalist production in which capital has 
succeeded in submitting society entirely and globally to its regime, suppressing 
all alternative paths. If ever an alternative is to be proposed, it will arise from 
within the society of the real subsumption and demonstrate all the 
contradictions at the heart of it. 
Hardt and Negri’s quotation symbolises Metahaven’s critique of the radical expansion of 
design’s domain and the hegemony of network power (Boyd and Fisher 2012:101). One of 
Metahaven’s main points of criticality is that all forms of power are, in a sense, designed. 
The notion of designed power is evident in network power, in the form of “technologically 
mediated organization” that invisibly structures network entities from social networks, such 
as Facebook, to terrorist networks such as Al-qaeda (ibid.).  
Van der Velden (in Vacheron 2011:12) simplifies this point by expressing that within social 
networks, the power of that network does not lie in the fact that one is attracted to what 
that network represents but is based rather on the benefits associated with joining that 
network. Within branding, the objective is usually to coerce people to subscribe to what a 
brand represents, but in relation to social networks this objective has changed to coercing 
people to join a standard form of social relations (Van der Velden in Vacheron 2011:12). 
This is evident in social networking platforms such as Facebook, which can be interpreted 
as a standard because people are not faced with the decision between joining or not but 
rather are faced with the question: “Do you want to face social isolation if you do not join 
the standard?” (ibid.).  
Metahaven take this idea further by suggesting that all forms of networks are designed 
and explore a counter position that questions how graphic design practice can undermine 
the neo-liberal function of design. Metahaven (2012:3) provide their counter position as 
both analysis and enquiry, consisting of hypotheses and fiction as “provocative answers” 
in the form of speculative design. Their speculative design proposals extend into the 
relationship between network power and nation branding and identity because state 
branding submits to the visual communication standards of network power.  
Metahaven’s work demonstrates how graphic design can transcend its usual problem-
solving role and become a medium for inquiry realized through visual form (Poynor 
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2009:¶24). Metahaven’s political motivations converge into a graphic design think-tank that 
is concerned with branding and corporate identity within the projection of political and 
economic power. The think-tank views design as a form of research, used to stage 
speculative proposals that are disseminated through print ephemera such as stamps, 
brochures and posters or are communicated through exhibitions, lectures and debates. 
4.6 Case study: The Sealand Identity Project by Metahaven (Addendum B) 
For the Sealand Identity Project, Metahaven investigated the ideological implications 
inherent in nation branding and corporate identity in a networked society. Network society 
is the description for society used by Castells and Cardoso (2006:3 – 4) to describe the 
way in which society operates through the spread of networked, digital information and 
communication technology. 
Metahaven did this by examining how nations, like brands, are built up of image 
economies that represent their identity and are distributed via such networks of 
communication. Metahaven propose a new set of ideas to represent the identity of 
Sealand. Motivations for such a proposal are based on the notion that Sealand can be 
considered a phenomenon of network society because it can only be experienced as a 
country in the form of information through the network of the Internet. Sealand is a nation 
that exists as a critique of the world map. It is a unique form of nation state because of its 
structure, size, geographic location and history. It has been described as “stranger than 
fiction” and “the smallest country on earth”: it consists of two concrete legs supporting a 
120-foot by 50-foot platform, 60 feet above the North Sea and sits 7 miles off the British 
coast (Grimmelman, 2012:406). Built during World War II for anti-aircraft defence, Sealand 
was occupied in the 1960s by Roy Bates, a former pirate radio operator who declared 
himself ruler of the new Principality of Sealand. Bates and his son Michael became the 
princes of the sovereign state and claimed total independence from the United Kingdom 
and therefore UK laws did not apply to Sealand territory.  
In 2000, Sealand was approached by HavenCo, an Internet start-up company, who 
requested to install servers that would allow the nation state to operate as a data-haven. 
The intention of using Sealand as an offshore data storage compound made it possible to 
store information considered illegal in other countries and HavenCo would host it all, safely 
beyond the reach of any other country’s laws (Grimmelman, 2012:407). HavenCo was 
launched in 2000 with a Wired magazine cover story and a great deal of optimism about 
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the concept. The Internet start-up eventually faltered and the founders of HavenCo and 
Sealand split over personal reasons and eventually Sealand nationalized HavenCo. The 
company’s website has since gone offline (Grimmelman, 2012:457). 
Sealand’s potential use as a data-haven with secure computer servers in one physical 
location transformed Sealand into a phenomenon of network society. Daniel van der 
Velden (2004:2) describes the potential of a data haven as a version of a Noah’s Ark of 
information in a networked society, which can be linked to contemporary versions of the 
archive, and by extension, the idea of surveillance and control of information. By regarding 
the data haven as an immense information “survival-box in mid-sea”, the phenomenon is 
intrinsic to ideas of secrecy and cryptography as a way of preserving information (van der 
Velden, 2004:¶2). 
Sealand can be considered to occupy a critical position on the world map. It calls into 
question everything that makes up sovereignty as an autonomous nation state. Although 
Sealand does have a geographical location, it exists mainly as an image, a component 
fiction that can only be experienced through the Internet because access to the platform is 
restricted. Sealand can be compared to Gilles Deleuze’s (in van der Velden et al. 2005:98) 
concept of the deserted island, which exists in the imagination as a form of Internet-
mythology, as opposed to being an actual geographical location. The deserted island 
metaphor is elucidated by the fact that the Internet can be imagined to occupy a fictional 
space reflecting real human nature with all its idiosyncrasies (Metahaven, 2010:29). This is 
where the idea of a “network society” emerges: it is an evolution of Marshall McLuhan’s 
conception of the “global village”. The Sealand Identity Project by Metahaven is an 
investigation into the implications of national identity and branding communicated through 
network society. 
 
4.6.1 Critical Reflection: How has Metahaven reflected critically about the practice of 
 graphic design? 
Metahaven’s (2008:10) critical reflections about graphic design, more specifically graphic 
design’s relationship to nation branding and identity, has centred around the fact that 
graphic design’s nature does little more than provide “immaterial labour”. This idea is 
invoked by Metahaven’s reading of Hardt and Negri’s (2000:190) Empire, which suggests 
that: 
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Since the production of services results in no material and durable good, we 
define the labor involved in this production as immaterial labor — that is, labor 
that produces an immaterial good, such as a service, a cultural product, 
knowledge, or communication. 
What is implied by Metahaven’s reflections influenced by Hardt and Negri is that 
graphic design is a service that adds value, via immaterial labour. Therefore graphic 
design through branding creates a “floating signifier”, which suggests that a brand is 
meaningless by itself: the meaning of a brand is dependent upon its relations to other 
things around it (O’Reilly 2004¶:7). In this way, Sealand can be considered as a 
“floating signifier” as it possesses all the necessary representations that signify 
nationhood, even though it exists as a fictitious nation state. 
Metahaven use the Sealand Identity Project to investigate and reveal the ideological 
implications at play within graphic design, through the corporate identity and branding 
of nations. Through Sealand’s existence as a hypothetical construct, a location on 
the world map, it questions the predominant ideology of geopolitics. Sealand exposes 
the concept of “nation” as a designed ideology within itself, where the concept of a 
nation can be understood as an “artefact of [society’s] convictions and loyalties and 
solidarities” (Gellner in van der Velden et al. 2005:98). Sealand’s struggle for 
recognition as a sovereign nation state shows that it occupies a critical position on 
the world map. 
The predominant understanding of nation branding and corporate identity suggests 
that countries, like corporations, need to advertise themselves in order to compete 
daily with their neighbours for “tourism, inward investment and export sales” (Brymer 
2003:1). The corporate identity often plays the role of “sales representative” or 
“apologist” for an organization by covering the void between the abstraction of an 
organization and its representation (Metahaven 2010:7). Large organizations cannot 
be visualized in their entirety but rather are built up of an image economy, “a cipher 
for its ‘body politic’” (ibid.). For instance, the identities of nations are codified into 
government architecture, memorials, representations of borders on a map and 
national flags. Sealand is an exception to this convention because the entire country 
can “fit between the frame of a photograph” (Metahaven 2010:7). 
The ideological underpinnings of nation branding are represented by the “mutual 
recognition of states” in the excluding those that have been either refused or not yet 
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achieved an independent self-government (Metahaven 2010:29). This is why Sealand is 
not considered a real nation but is rather interpreted as a “private business, an imaginary 
place, a piece of art, and a counter-nation” (van der Velden et al. 2005:97). Its existence is 
based on contesting the ideological nature of geopolitics, and Metahaven have used its 
unique geographical and political position to reveal the role of graphic design in 
propagating such ideologies.  
Metahaven propose that by filling the expectations of nation branding Sealand loses its 
value as an experimental nation. “Striving for real statehood will eventually block every 
possibility of presenting an alternative to the nation state”. As an alternative interpretation 
of nation branding, continuing to be a partially fake, hypothetical nation Sealand is in a 
position to express alternative ideas about statehood and the world (van der Velden et al. 
2005:103). 
4.6.2 Alternative Perspective: How has Metahaven’s critical reflection informed their 
 alternative perspective of graphic design? 
It is Sealand’s unique characteristics as an embodiment of geopolitical critique that allow 
Metahaven to apply their alternative design perspective as an “unprecedented embrace of 
the ambiguity and complexity of network society” through nation branding and corporate 
identity (van der Velden 2004:30). Many Internet micro-states have emerged as an 
expression of the desire for a new form of political economy, however their national 
identities all express the conformity of “classical territorial” identities rather than developing 
the concept of the virtual nation within a network society (Lasserre 2000:1). 
The above line of thinking is the same in the case of Sealand. The Internet micro-state 
meets the conventions of visual representation for nation states, consisting of heraldry, 
coins, stamps and a national flag. However, the national identity does not express the 
concept of Sealand as a semi-fictitious nation that exists within the unique 
communications environment as a form of geopolitical critique. According to van der 
Velden (2004:¶5), Sealand’s national identity should come from an alternative design 
perspective rather than the current “declarations of self-faith” that serve to legitimize 
Sealand as a nation state with its own history. Metahaven (2009:27) label this 
“experimental political entity” as an “ImagiNation” to highlight the fact that a nation can 
exist in the imagination and can consist entirely of images. Its continued existence has 
turned it from a mere island into a model, an exemplar of an experimental political entity 
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and brand. “Through its existence as an image … Sealand has realized for itself the most 
radical, most fictitious, condition of [branding]” (Metahaven, 2010:29). Through designing 
the identity for Sealand, Metahaven have investigated how the boundaries between the 
conceptual, the virtual and the real can become blurred.  
As an alternative perspective of the designer’s role, Metahaven locates itself in an 
antithetical position to the designer as service provider. They write: “let’s imagine the 
designer working like a detective – not basing [their] work on the a priori truths about the 
organization”, these truths form the starting point and the modus operandi for graphic 
designers when designing corporate identities (van der Velden, 2004:¶6). For this reason 
Metahaven suggest a reversal of nation branding values. Instead of striving for 
recognition, Sealand’s identity contributes to its disappearance. 
 
4.6.3 Process: Has Metahaven used alternative, fictional or unusual values as a critique 
 of the current values of graphic design? 
The process of Critical Design involves creating artefacts that are embedded with design 
values that are alternative, fictional or unusual. For the components that constitute the 
Sealand Identity Project, Metahaven have done just that by offering alternative proposals 
for Sealand’s current visual identity. Their alternative design perspective proposes that 
Sealand remains a “partially fake or unrecognized, surrogate-country or Ersatz-nation, a 
counternation”, as a way of increasing Sealand’s geopolitical critique (van der Velden et al. 
2005:103). Metahaven presented artefacts that pertain to elements that make up a 
national visual identity. Sealand’s current national identity is embedded with conventional 
design values despite its unconventional existence. Metahaven have used their alternative 
design perspective to embed design values that are alternative, fictional or unusual into a 
variety of visual experiments that represent Sealand’s national identity.  
National heraldry usually depicts mythological beasts within their coats of arms, for 
example creatures such as dragons, although purely mythical, exist within the reality 
depicted by heraldry. Every nation is built upon a “founding myth”, which often serves as a 
national symbol and affirms a set of national values (O’Reilly 2004:12). Within Sealand’s 
current coat of arms, the shield is supported by two heraldic sea lions. Sealand’s founding 
mythology is however based on stories of “misunderstandings, hearsay, and lies”: whether 
there is truth or not is irrelevant to the production of Sealand’s identity as a culmination of 
its founding myth (ibid.). Metahaven translate this observation into an alternative design 
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value using Sealand’s founding myths, they relate this to the idea of the Internet as a tool 
for myth-making, basing this on the idea that many brands and corporations fabricate 
truths about themselves through online brand management. Corporations create myths, 
for instance “environmentally responsible” annual reports and corporate mission 
statements that are posted online in order to influence a positive public perception of the 
nation or corporation (Metahaven 2009:40). The control of brand image denies the 
possibility of being branded by others. Sealand’s brand identity is a departure from this 
concept due to its lack of an official history. Sealand is continuously branded by the 
speculation of others because it has no citizens or brand managers to oversee its identity. 
These concepts culminated into the Jewel Box (Figure 4.11, page 87), which is a collection 
of heraldic icons constructed from Google image search results. The heraldic icons are 
based on Sealand’s history and associative meanings on the Internet, woven together to 
form a narrative that relates to the history and meaning associated with Sealand. The 
Jewel Box (Figure 4.11, page 87) makes use of images such as Arnold Böcklin’s Island of 
the Dead painting, financial scandals of the new economy represented by logos such as 
Parmalat and Worldcom, container freight corporation Maersk Sealand, the Queen of 
England, data-haven coins based on the typology of the compact disc, Google, the figure 
pi and Versace couture, all of which allude to elements of Sealand’s unique past, present 
and future. The intention of the Jewel Box (Figure 4.11, page 87) was to deliberately 
interfere with the images that appear as Internet search results for Sealand. 
Due to Sealand’s lack of an official history, Metahaven have proposed Sealand’s 
government home page as the Information Monument (Figure 4.12, page 87), as an 
alternative to the conventional approach within the current official webpage 
(http://www.sealandgov.org/). Their proposal consists of pop-up windows with links to 
certain Sealand related topics and is constructed as a “cathedral of truths, half truths and 
fiction” (Metahaven 2004). Interlaced between the assemblages of pop-up windows is a 
Sealand logo, although the logo is only partially visible. The partial visibility is a deliberate 
reference to the schematic representation of the temple depicted within the Unesco logo. 
The Unesco logo has been referred to as an allusion to Sealand as a world heritage site. 
Many of Metahaven’s artefacts designed for Sealand reference piracy, relating to both a 
nautical sense (because of its location) and an unauthorised reproduction sense (in its 
potential use as a data-haven). The relationship to the dual meanings of piracy suggest a 
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connection to British heritage, as England is historically known as a pirate nation and the 
fact that Roy Bates founded Radio Essex, a short-lived ‘pirate’ radio station, from 1965 – 
1966 on the platform of Sealand. Piracy is reiterated by Metahaven’s proposals for 
Sealand’s coinage, depicted as a re-appropriated euro coin stripped of its European 
symbolism. The Sealand Euro (Figure 4.13) positions Sealand as “knowingly aware that [it] 
will never enter the domain of respectful states, it is now claiming the absolute fake, 
producing itself as a [label] that can be attached to all national sides on the original euro 
coin” (Metahaven 2004).  
Metahaven (2009:52) propose that Sealand’s lack of recognition can in fact increase its 
political meaning. Its corporate identity should become a model “without crest, logo or 
identity” and something that is implied rather than explained (Metahaven 2009:54). 
Metahaven make use of everyday objects to reflect the shape of Sealand, which they call 
Stealth Nation. As a model, Stealth Nation takes on the mathematical symbol of pi and is 
an allusion to the shape of the Sealand platform. The models are constructed from 
everyday objects such as paper cups holding up Hardt and Negri’s Empire (Figure 4.14), a 
Sealand passport supported by playing cards (Figure 4.15, page 89), Neal Stephenson’s 
Cryptonomicon bridged across two Guiness draught cans (Figure 4.16, page 90) and 
Encyclopaedia Britannica supported by two stacks of compact disks (Figure 4.17, page 
90). For each visual application, Metahaven have selected objects by referencing data 
formats, cylindrical support structures, information, literary works of fiction, and identity 
documents that all have a particular meaning in relation to Sealand. The elements are 
arranged to reflect the shape of Sealand’s national emblem and structure that then 
becomes hidden within everyday objects. 
The idea of political stealth is translated into Sealand’s national colour as grey, “‘Data 
grey’: the colour of information networks. It is the colour of the cloudy sky above, the 
colour of the surrounding North Sea, the colour of computer desk tops, the colour of 
business suits, the colour of the brain, the colour of concrete” (van der Velden et al. 
2005:99). It symbolises “grey area[s] and unknown terrains” because Sealand transcends 
the black and white binary relationships of right and wrong (van der Velden et al. 
2005:106). The ambiguity represented by the colour grey suggests that Sealand is “in fact 
lacking an ideology” which can be further reiterated by its stealth (ibid.). 
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Metahaven also conceptualised a range of advertisements, Mainport to Imagination 
(Figures 4.18 – 4.20), which seek to develop a political agenda for Sealand, as Sealand 
was represented without social, political, cultural and historic values. The advertisements 
are a way of imagining how Sealand could be represented within specific global target 
markets. Metahaven advertises that Sealand can be outsourced to various global clients 
as a “tax haven, legal black hole and conference centre” (Metahaven 2009:102). 
Metahaven (2009:146) suggest similarities to that of the Bush administration’s outsourced 
detention facilities at Guantanamo Bay, which exist outside the America’s jurisdiction 
regarding citizens’ rights. In a similar way, Sealand could be an outsourced prison, located 
outside any country’s jurisdiction. The advertisements serve to suggest that Sealand is 
willing to be subverted according to a country’s needs. 
4.6.4 Consequences: Does the Sealand Identity Project encourage the ‘reader’ to  
  critically reflect on the ideological nature of graphic design? 
For the Sealand Identity Project, Metahaven have initially partaken in critical reflection 
about the projection of power through graphic design in the form of corporate identity and 
nation branding. Their alternative perspective towards nation branding emerges from this 
critical reflection and has resulted in a range of visual artefacts that are an embodiment of 
alternative design values. For instance, where a micro-nation strives for legitimization 
through a visual identity, Metahaven suggest that Sealand remains hidden and 
unrecognised in order to empower the micro-nation’s political critique. Through their critical 
artefacts, Metahaven bring into question values currently held by graphic design in the 
form of corporate identity and branding. The ‘reader’ of their artefacts is required to 
interpret Sealand’s national identity via the collection of conceptual icons and is invited to 
critically reflect about the assumptions of graphic design, branding and corporate identity.  
 4.7  Findings: The Sealand Identity Project as Critical [Graphic] Design 
The Sealand Identity project is inspired by Metahaven’s critical reflection about the 
ideological implications of national identity and branding within a network society. Through 
their critical reflection, Metahaven suggest that graphic design is immaterial labour, that it 
is nothing more than a service that adds value in the creation of brands and corporate 
identities. Metahaven believe that corporate identities are used as a method of bridging 
the gap between the abstract nature of organisations and its representation. Metahaven 
used Sealand, the semi-fictitious nation state, as a vehicle for their critical reflections about 
graphic design, national identity and branding. Sealand represents an alternative model of 
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statehood because of its existence as a critique of geopolitics. Therefore, Metahaven 
propose that Sealand should possess a national identity based on a critique of the 
predominant understanding of nation branding and identity. The intention behind Sealand’s 
national identity as critique was to reveal ideological underpinnings at play within national 
identity and branding.  
Metahaven presents an alternative perspective of graphic design by positioning 
graphic design as antithetical to the role of service provider. Metahaven espouse the 
role of the designer working like a detective, which invokes earlier discussions of van 
Toorn’s conception of the designer operating like an investigative visual journalist. 
Metahaven’s critical reflection and alternative design perspective culminated in the 
Sealand Identity Project. Metahaven embedded a variety of visual experiments with 
alternative, fictional and unusual values to represent Sealand’s unique identity of a 
country as critique. These visual experiments consisted of a collection of heraldic 
icons that reference Google image search results, an information monument built 
from Internet references about Sealand and coinage that suggest information piracy. 
All of the visual experiments seek to question the predominant understanding of 
national identity by offering fictional and unusual alternatives. Metahaven then went 
on to suggest that Sealand’s political critique would increase if its identity contributed 
to its non-recognition as a nation in the form of models that subtly reference the 
structural platform of Sealand. These visual proposals all offer alternatives to the 
predominant understanding of national identity and branding with the intention of 
encouraging the ‘reader’ of the Sealand Identity Project to critically reflect on the 
ideological underpinnings of graphic design and the projection of power within a 
networked society.   
4.9 Chapter summary 
The intention of this chapter was to test the suitability of the Critical Design criteria 
(Figure 3.1, page 33) established in Chapter 3 of this study. To do this required 
selecting two case studies from the field of graphic design. The two case studies 
were chosen based on their association with criticality in graphic design practice. The 
aim of the analyses was to define Jan van Toorn’s 1972/73 Mart.Spruijt calendar and 
the Sealand Identity Project by Metahaven as Critical Design within the field of 
graphic design.  
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Critical Design has been predominantly explored from within the field of product 
design and was implemented here in relation to graphic design. This involved 
contextualising both Jan van Toorn and Metahaven as designers with critical 
intentions. Their respective projects were then discussed according to the Critical 
Design criteria, which consisted of look at their (1) Critical Reflection, (2) Alternative 
Design Perspective, (3) Process and (4) Consequences. Having discussed Jan van 
Toorn and Metahaven’s projects in relation to characteristics of Critical Design, their 
work can be defined as Critical Design within the field of graphic design. The 
definition of the two case studies as Critical Design has determined the Critical 
Design criteria as an appropriate method to determine if a selected example of 
design can be defined as Critical Design. 
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Chapter 5 
Using the characteristics of Critical Design to generate graphic design 
artefacts 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter evaluates if the practical component can be categorised as Critical Design. 
This is achieved by analysing the practical component according to the Critical Design 
criteria (Figure 3.1, page 33), established in Chapter 3 and then tested in Chapter 4 in the 
analysis of two case studies. The analysis of the practical component begins with an 
introduction to each project, followed by their analysis according to the Critical Design 
criteria. The practical component comprises a range of graphic design artefacts, which 
constitute four projects in total. The first project, Polarisation Paradox, is an observation of 
how graphic design often oversimplifies complex ethical and moral issues by 
communicating only one possible worldview. The second project, Untopian Network, is a 
commentary of the utopian appearance of social network logos. The third project, Looking 
Seeking, is a visual essay that equates the current role of graphic design within society to 
the hero archetype within works of fiction. The fourth project, Authenticorp, draws 
inspiration from the ‘big evil corporation’ trope from popular fiction. The projects are based 
on the researcher’s own observations and investigations into the ideological nature of 
graphic design. The projects are expressed as proposals for the application of alternative 
values expressed through the products of graphic design while contributing to the 
researcher’s understanding of Critical Design within the context of graphic design. 
5.2 Practical component rationale 
The practical component started by using the Critical Design pathway depicted in Figure 
2.1: A visual definition of Critical Design (see page 20). It consists of four projects, which 
are presented as a collection of visuals in the form of images and animated GIFS within an 
online gallery (http://cargocollective.com/lookingseeking). The hypothetical nature of the 
projects requires them to be displayed online. The projects are to be viewed first as a 
collection of visual artefacts and then further investigated by clicking on the appropriate 
thumbnail, which reveals the project explanation and supporting visuals. The layout of the 
image thumbnails within the gallery is arranged in such a way as to create unexpected 
juxtapositions of graphics, images of objects and text. The landing page of the online 
gallery includes a short introduction to the collection. 
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The critical reflection in the range of graphic design artefacts was inspired by the 
discussions of Jan van Toorn and Metahaven in Chapter 4. Various sources within graphic 
design discourse such as Shoppinghour Magazine, Graphic Design: Now in Production, 
Iaspis Forum on Design and Critical Practice: The Reader, Uncorporate Identity and No 
Logo also serve as inspiration for the critical reflection explored through the graphic design 
artefacts. Works of fiction such as film noir and dystopian science fiction also provided 
reference points to the overall direction of the graphic design artefacts.  
5.3 Practical component according to the Critical Design criteria 
In order to determine if the projects within the practical component are definable as Critical 
Design they will be analysed according to the Critical Design criteria. This will entail 
discussing how the researcher has critically reflected on the ideological nature of graphic 
design, and how this critical reflection has influenced the researcher’s alternative 
perspective of graphic design. This is followed by a discussion of the researcher’s use of 
fictional, alternative and unusual values as a critique of the predominant values of graphic 
design. The consequences of each project will be discussed in terms of their respective 
intended outcomes rather than their determined consequences as they can only be 
discussed in relation to this study. 
5.4 Polarisation Paradox (Figure 5.1 – 5.4, Addendum C) 
The first project of the practical component is concerned with the ideological nature of 
graphic design, more specifically its projection of one particular worldview over another. 
This is expressed in the comparison between two opposing worldviews of pro-life activism 
and abortion advertisements seen in many South African city centres. Polarisation 
Paradox (Figure 5.1 – 5.2, page 92) is an interchange between the visual expression and 
information from both pro-life activism and abortion advertisements.  
5.4.1 Critical Reflection 
Graphic design is often applauded as an appropriate tool for influencing perceptions for 
the greater good of society. However, socially oriented graphic design often only affirms 
the status quo by projecting only one possible worldview, leaving no room for personal 
interpretation. For instance, the legalisation of abortion is one of the most complex and 
controversial issues facing society today (Millican 1992:1). This complexity is due to a 
polarisation of worldviews that either condemn abortion severely or see it as morally 
unproblematic, leaving the decision to the mother of the foetus. Within the field of applied 
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ethics, Millican (1992:1) has labelled this as the “polarisation paradox” and believes this 
situation is due to the oversimplification of such a complex issue. 
In relation to graphic design, the oversimplification of this issue is Figure 5.3 (see page 
93), which shows a pro-life activist sticker placed on top of an abortion advertisement. The 
pro-life activism sticker communicates a singular world-view, which suggests that abortion 
is murder and is opposed to its legalisation. Pro-life activism usually employs rhetorical 
devices such as blood splatters and eroded typography to express that abortion is a 
violent act. Figure 5.4 (see page 93), is an image of an abortion advertisement, which 
articulates that abortion is a morally unproblematic by advertising it as a service. This is 
expressed within the advertisement through the legibility of large bold typography and the 
use of terms such as “same day” and “pain free”. Both Figure 5.3 (see page 93) and 
Figure 5.4 (see page 93) express polarised worldviews and an over-simplification of such 
a complex and controversial issue. 
5.4.2  Alternative design perspective 
The predominant view of design is that it is a tool for problem-solving. Graphic design 
assists society in navigating through the plethora of social issues through visual 
communication. As an alternative to the predominant view that graphic design should 
simplify the lives of society, Polarisation Paradox expresses the view that graphic design 
can create dilemmas that encourage the viewer to reflect on social issues. The alternative 
perspective expressed in Polarisation Paradox suggests that design can be used as a way 
of highlighting problems within society, leaving the viewer to extract individual solutions to 
social issues.  
5.4.3 Process 
This project visualises an interchange between the messages and visual devices 
associated with pro-life activism and abortion advertisements. As a result, the pro-life 
message is expressed using the same visual style as the abortion advertisement and vice 
versa. Graphic design is predominantly thought of as a problem-solving tool in the way it 
communicates clear messages that are not open for interpretation. The values expressed 
by this project are alternative, fictional and alternative because Polarisation Paradox 
communicates an ambiguous message through conflicting messages and visuals. This 
places the onus of problem-solving upon the individual through their interpretation of the 
message.  
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5.4.4  Consequences 
Even forms of graphic design that appear to be critical of social issues such as pro-life 
activism, re-affirm the status quo when they communicate only one possible worldview. 
The intended consequences behind Polarisation Paradox are to expose the latent 
ideological underpinnings of graphic design rather than to criticise one particular 
ideological standpoint. By communicating an ambiguous message, Polarisation Paradox 
encourages the reader to critically reflect on the way in which ideology is communicated 
through graphic design. 
5.5 Untopian Network (Figures 5.5 – 5.10) 
The second project within the practical component is concerned with graphic design’s role 
in idealistic depiction of social networking. Untopian Network is an observation of the 
graphic styles of social networks and the alternative interpretation of the idealism projected 
by graphic design. Untopian Network consists of a range of visual applications of an 
alternative interpretation of Web 2.0, consisting of reinterpretations of iconography 
associated with social networking.   
5.5.1  Critical Reflection 
A Web 2.0 website allows users to interact with each other through social media as 
creators of user-based content in a virtual community. This is in contrast to websites that 
are limited to passive viewing of content via the Internet. In the context of graphic design 
the iconography of social media platforms of Web 2.0 represent a visual commonality. In 
Figure 5.5 (see page 94), the social media logos express bright colours, dynamism and 
minimalism. Due to rapid advancements in screen displays, their colour spectrum has 
become unlimited. This allows for a multitude of different effects such as drop shadows, 
gradients and glossy reflective surfaces. As part of each social media platform, there are a 
host of buttons with similar aesthetics encouraging the viewer to “join” or “sign up” to 
become part of the community of users Figure 5.7 (see page 94). A clear trend in these 
logos is the use of soft, rounded sans serif fonts dominated by fonts such as: VAG 
Rounded (also known as Rundschrift), Helvetica Rounded, Arial Rounded, Bryant and FF 
Cocon, all of which lend an element of modern friendliness to what might otherwise be a 
cold visual identity (Coles 2007:¶3).  
The ‘soft’ and ‘friendly’ visuals associated with Web 2.0 contribute to its interpretation as a 
utopian product that is used as a communal platform for information exchange. Despite 
the utopian interpretation of Web 2.0, Cronin (2009:2) expresses that this situation can 
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also be understood as dystopian because the free-flow of information leads to new 
avenues for the manipulation of Internet users. Signs of this manipulation are evident in 
the existence of online security systems that protect users from online attacks. Automated 
software systems called “bots”, have been developed for commercial promotion, 
information theft, harassment and vandalism. CAPTCHA  (Figure 5.6, page 94) is a 
program that protects websites against bots by generating and grading tests that humans 
can pass but current computer programs cannot. For example, humans can read the 
distorted text generated by CAPTCHA, but automated software systems cannot. 
5.5.2  Alternative Design Perspective 
The predominant perspective within graphic design and its relationship to Web 2.0 and 
social networking is that their corporate identities and iconography should reflect an 
element of ‘friendliness’ as a way of inviting users to join their network and partake in the 
sharing information. As an Alternative Design Perspective, Untopian Network suggests 
departure from the idealistic depiction of social networks by representing a dystopian 
interpretation of Web 2.0. The visual representations of the alternative perspective suggest 
that Web 2.0 is a distorted interpretation of the reality of the Internet. Figure 5.8 (see page 
95) is a visual experiment to express this alternative perspective, revealing how different 
social network logos will look when deprived of their characteristic colours and reflective 
surfaces.  
5.5.3  Process 
The values embedded within the Untopian Network iconography can be considered 
alternative, fictional and unusual because instead of reflecting a bright colour palette, 
‘friendly’ typography and glossiness, they reflect an alternative version of Web 2.0. The 
elements of social networking websites such as  “submit” and “follow” have been 
subverted with dystopian interpretations of their meanings that imply elements of control in 
an ironic way. Untopian Network is suggested as a social network platform through its 
logo, which is constructed from text characters from an online ASCII art generator. 
5.5.4  Consequences 
The intended consequences of Untopian Network is to encourage the ‘reader’ to critically 
reflect on the relationship between graphic design and the depiction of a distorted version 
of reality. This project also intends to encourage the ‘reader’ to contemplate ideological 
implications that are latent within the utopian depiction of social networking through 
graphic design.  
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5.6  Looking Seeking (Figure 5.11, page 97) 
This project compares graphic design to hero-archetypes through a visual essay 
presented within a publication. Looking Seeking draws inspiration from Dunne and Raby’s 
comparison of product design to film genres. Taking this concept further this project 
suggests the anti-hero archetype as an appropriate metaphor for Critical [Graphic] Design. 
The narrative of the visual essay is intended to be ambiguous in the way that no links 
between the subject matter are suggested apart from a list of names on the back cover. 
5.6.1  Critical Reflection 
Critical reflection on design’s social role reveals that it is predominantly thought of as a tool 
for solving society’s ills. When graphic design is only about solving problems and reflecting 
what is positive within society, it can be considered metaphorically as the archetypal hero. 
The hero archetype is a character that appears within literary works as the protagonist of 
the storyline and is typically garnered with admirable qualities such as idealism, integrity 
and courage. Many graphic designers feel this way about their practice, considering it able 
‘to save the world’. The media continuously contributes to this situation by portraying 
graphic design as a saviour that can effect change for the good of society.  
The archetypal hero can be considered an ideological tool because he or she represents 
"a lived system” of constructed meanings and values (Williams 1977:110). This implies that 
the hero archetype plays a central role in indoctrinating individuals through the 
dissemination of the values and morals of the dominant societal group. 
However, as stated previously in this study, this line of thinking about design does 
not affect change concerning the status quo, as it merely affirms design’s current role 
and does not encourage critical reflection about the status quo. However, graphic 
design has the opportunity to play an alternative role within society, as it can be used 
to reflect what is problematic with society where the appropriate metaphor is the 
archetypal anti-hero. 
5.6.2  Alternative Design Perspective 
As an alternative perspective of graphic design’s social role, instead of an expression 
of idealism as the ‘hero’, graphic design can express the realism associated with the 
archetypal anti-hero as a form of social critique. In a similar way Greenall (2012:¶4) 
suggests that: 
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the anti-hero has continued to exercise a powerful influence over our collective 
imagination, serving as avatars or conduits for our fears and anxieties. Through 
the years, the anti-hero has been used to embody—through metaphor—our 
social and political realities. 
With this in mind, positioning design as the anti-hero reflects elements of dilemma 
and the complex, contradictory nature of human imperfection, and becomes a 
medium for social criticism. Graphic design can therefore portray a narrative that 
presents views of society that usually remain hidden, by interfering with what is 
expected. Looking Seeking suggests that graphic design can play a similar role to the 
anti-hero as a conduit for society’s fears and anxieties and can become a powerful 
form of social critique. 
5.6.2  Process 
The visual essay comprises of screen shots of characters from popular fiction, as well as 
images of logos and products all of which bear similarities to the anti-hero archetype. 
Looking Seeking embodies alternative, fictional and unusual design values in the way that 
the visual essay invites the ‘reader’ to recognise the images, names and logos from 
popular fiction depicted in the visual essay. The ‘reader’ is then required to interpret the 
narrative from the ambiguous content by linking together the commonality between the 
images. Graphic design critique is usually expressed in written discourse, as an alternative 
Looking Seeking expresses its critique through a visual narrative that depicts characters 
who, much like Critical Design, posses alternative values. 
5.6.3  Consequences 
This project has the intended consequence of encouraging the ‘reader’ to actively 
participate in interpreting what has been presented within the visual narrative of Looking 
Seeking. This active interpretation seeks to encourage the reader to contemplate the 
ideological underpinnings of graphic design that, like the archetypal hero, serves as a tool 
to disseminate alternative values and meanings. Suggesting that graphic design can be 
the ‘anti-hero’ opens up new avenues for graphic design to be used as a tool for social 
critique by reflecting the complex nature of society. 
5.7  Authenticorp (Figure 5.11 – 5.15, Addendum C) 
Authenticorp is a hypothetical corporation that draws inspiration from the ‘big evil 
corporation’ trope from within popular fiction. It is intended as a critique of the predominant 
role of graphic design within society. The fictitious corporation’s presence is alluded to by a 
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host of ‘found’ artefacts (constructed by the researcher), consisting of online advertising, 
emails, letters and business cards. The artefacts are communicated by referencing the 
visual appearance of unscrupulous channels of communication present within the Internet. 
These artefacts suggest that AuthentiCorp is concerned with the manipulation of 
information in the interest of its clients. The messages within the artefacts imply that 
Authenticorp’s clients consist of individuals, corporations, non-government organisations 
(NGOs) and institutions. The artefacts reference the impersonal and ‘cold’ nature of 
corporate communications. 
5.7.1  Critical Reflection 
According to Metahaven (2009:7) corporate objects exist as “sales representatives” that 
bridge the gap between the impersonal corporate communications and society. The 
corporation uses branding to mass communicate its values to the public. Within the 
context of branding, graphic design, communicates on behalf of the corporation by 
visualising its values. What this implies is that graphic design serves as a proxy for the 
values of the corporation and corporations use their values to appear socially responsible. 
Wally Olins (2001:2) admits the importance of social responsibility but states that, “the 
fundamental of any corporation is share value – everything has to be measured against 
share value, market share and profit”. He goes on to say that corporations such as Shell 
and BP present themselves as highly responsible social entities, even though they might 
not be, but they realise the power of appearing socially responsible (Olins 2001:2 – 3). A 
corporation’s projection of social responsibility and its values are usually communicated 
through graphic design. The condition for a more human-centred approach to 
communication is due to the corporation’s need to communicate sincerity, through 
‘authentic’ visual communication, in order to generate profit.  
5.7.2 Alternative Design Perspective 
The predominant perspective of graphic design’s role within society suggests that it should 
be concerned with projecting the values of the client in an effort to make them seem more 
attractive to consumers. The alternative perspective presented within this project suggests 
that graphic design can be used as a critique of its current social role. Authenticorp draws 
inspiration from the Looking Seeking project (see Section 5.11, page 97) of the practical 
component, which suggested that like the anti-hero archetype, graphic design can become 
an embodied critique by representing alternative values. 
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5.7.3 Process 
The values presented within this project are alternative, fictional and unusual because it 
presents Authenticorp as a fictitious corporation that is without values. Where corporations 
are concerned with using their values to communicate social responsibility, Authenticorp 
communicates its lack of values as a service. The artefacts that constitute the Authenticorp 
project suggest that the fictitious corporation is concerned with manipulating information in 
the interest of its clients. Corporations usually use graphic design to project themselves as 
ethical, however Authenticorp draws inspiration from nefarious qualities of the ‘big evil 
corporation’ trope from popular fiction to project its immorality. This project represents 
Authenticorp’s lack of values through its use of visual cues associated with unscrupulous 
activities on the Internet, such as online advertising (Figure 5.12, page 98), pop-up 
windows (Figure 5.13, page 99), all of which are associated with encouraging Internet 
users into inadvertently granting permission to access personal information. Personal 
information is often used by commercial and private entities to commit fraudulent acts. 
Communicating Authenticorp’s lack of values in such a way contributes to the ambiguity of 
its identity and message. Print media such as unsolicited junk mail (Figure 5.14, page 99), 
print adverts in financial publications, (Figure 5.15, page 100) and a proposal for a cover 
story of The Economist financial publication (Figure 5.15, page 100), all of which 
communicate Authenticorp’s lack of values. 
The online adverts communicate that Authenticorp creates fictitious social media identities 
as a way of facilitating a more ‘human’ presence for corporations in online media. Online 
Persona (Figure 5.12, page 98) depicts a fictitious social network identity and displays a 
profile picture that has been constructed using two different photographs of a man’s face. 
The fictitious identity is communicated further by the use of a pop-up window (Figure 5.13, 
page 99) requesting online friendship. Print adverts communicate Authenticorp’s lack of 
values, expressed by referencing generic corporate advertising that uses a headline and 
an image. Authenticorp’s unsolicited junk mail letter (Figure 5.14, page 99) has been 
written with an online random text generator to instil an element of strangeness to the 
language written in the letter. The letter is addressed to numerous executive board 
members of large corporations.  
5.7.4 Consequences 
The intended consequences of this project are to encourage ‘readers’ to critically reflect on 
the ways in which corporations, governments and institutions use graphic design to hide 
their true motives of profit by projecting social responsibility. The ‘reader’ is required to 
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reflect on why the values represented by Authenticorp seem ambiguous, in the way that 
they are alternative, unusual and fictional. 
5.8 Findings 
Defining each individual project within the practical component as Critical [Graphic] Design 
becomes problematic due to their hypothetical nature, as they exist purely as an 
application of the characteristics of Critical Design. For this reason they can only be 
defined as Critical [Graphic] Design collectively, therefore the findings from the analysis 
will be discussed in relation to the practical component as a whole. 
According to the Critical Design criteria (see Figure 3.1, page 33), Critical Design begins 
with critical reflection on the current role of graphic design within society. The graphic 
design is considered a problem-solving tool, but when it comes to complex social issues 
these solutions often result in over-simplification as expressed, in Polarisation Paradox 
(Section 5.4, page 60). This is due to communicating a singular worldview (ideology) as 
the only possibility, leaving little room for individual interpretation. The ideological nature of 
design is also evident within the corporate identity and iconography associated with social 
networking and Web 2.0. In this context, the visual communication depicts a distorted 
interpretation of social networking as suggested in Untopian Network (Section 5.4, page 
62). As a result, graphic design becomes preoccupied with reflecting society in an idealistic 
way despite the complex and contradictory nature of human nature. The critical reflection 
within the practical component revealed graphic design’s preoccupation with being the 
panacea of social ills. In this way, graphic design in the role of problem-solver becomes 
comparable to the quintessential hero archetype but this role encourages critical reflection 
on the status quo, as suggested by the critical reflection for Looking Seeking (Section 5.6, 
page 64). Authenticorp’s (Section 5.6, page 65) critical reflection discussed that graphic 
design serves as a proxy for the values of the client. In this way, graphic design becomes 
ideological when it is used to disguise motives for profit with manufactured sincerity.  
The critical reflection within the projects of the practical component influenced the 
researcher’s alternative design perspective. This unconventional view of its current role 
within society proposes that graphic design can be used for communication that requires 
the ‘reader’ to interpret the message. The alternative design perspective suggests a 
departure from representing society in an idealistic way. Instead, graphic design should 
depict the alternative interpretations of society that are usually hidden from view by 
interfering with expectations. In this way, the researcher’s alternative design perspective 
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recommends that graphic design become like the ‘anti-hero’ archetype, as a metaphorical 
embodiment of social and political realities.  
The practical component is embedded with alternative, fictional and unusual design values 
and exists as a critique of predominant values in graphic design. Graphic design 
predominantly values communicating clear messages as a way of visual problem-solving 
requiring little interpretation from the viewer. The practical component communicates 
ambiguous messages, as discussed in Polarisation Paradox, that invite the viewer to 
interpret what they have been presented with. Instead of using graphic design to reflect an 
idealistic interpretation of society, the practical component uses alternative design values 
to suggest that graphic design projects a distorted version of reality. This is implied in 
Untopain Network and its subversion of the iconography of Web 2.0 with values that 
suggest society’s relationship to social networking is dystopian. The predominant values of 
graphic design suggest that graphic design communicates the values of the corporation. 
The practical component exposes that the prevalent values in graphic design are 
predominantly used to hide the true motives of profit on behalf of the corporation or client. 
These alternative values were communicated through the fictitious Authenticorp, which is 
a manifestation of the ‘big evil corporation’. 
The intended consequences of the practical component are to encourage the viewer to 
critically reflect on the current role of graphic design within society. The results of the 
projects seek to expose the latent ideological nature of graphic design, raise awareness of 
the distorted version of reality that is communicated through graphic design, suggest an 
alternative role for graphic design that reflects the complex nature of society, and reveal 
the ideological implications of corporate communications where the client uses graphic 
design to hide their motives of profit with the appearance of social responsibility. The 
practical component as a collection of projects can be defined as Critical [Graphic] Design. 
This definition is possible because the researcher critically reflected on the nature and role 
of graphic design within society. This critical reflection revealed that graphic design is an 
ideological activity and went on to define the alternative design perspective of the projects. 
The projects presented design values that are alternative, fictional and unusual in the way 
that the products of graphic design were subverted as a critique of the current mainstream 
values of graphic design.  
5.9 Chapter summary 
This chapter evaluated if the practical component can be defined as Critical [Graphic] 
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Design. This was achieved by first discussing how the projects are presented, by 
describing the online exhibition space, which suggested that the hypothetical nature of the 
projects requires them to be displayed online. This was followed by an analysis of the 
projects within the practical component via the analysis criteria. This involved discussing 
each project according to the critical reflection that inspired them, the alternative design 
perspective that was defined by the critical reflection, and discussing why the values 
presented within the projects were alternative, fictional, and unusual. This was followed by 
a discussion of their intended consequences, which suggested that the projects intended 
to make the ‘reader’ aware of the ideological underpinnings of graphic design and 
encouraging the active participation within the communication process through individual 
interpretation. The findings suggested that defining each project individually as Critical 
Design is problematic due to their hypothetical nature and their existence as an attempt at 
applying the characteristics of Critical Design from within the practice of graphic design.  
The practical component was defined as Critical Design because the researcher’s critical 
reflection on graphic design suggested that it often only allows for one possible 
interpretation of social issues. Graphic design projects a distorted interpretation of society 
that is idealistic, and corporations often use graphic design to hide their motives for 
interest by projecting social responsibility. The practical component views graphic design 
from an alternative perspective that suggests graphic design can be used to create 
ambiguous visual messages that require interpretation from the ‘reader’. This alternative 
design perspective expressed that graphic design can be used as social critique that 
draws inspiration from the anti-hero archetype from within popular fiction to reflect the 
complexity of human behaviour. The practical component collectively serves as a critique 
of the values of Affirmative [Graphic] Design. 
Chapter 6 will conclude the study by offering a summary of the preceding chapters, 
explaining the significance of the study and offering suggestions for further research. 
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CHAPTER 6: 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION  
6.1 Summary of the preceding chapters 
This study set out to gain understanding of how Critical Design, a specific type of design 
activity that has emerged from within product design, can be applied within all types of 
design practice, namely graphic design. In support of this study, the following objective 
was achieved: an identification of the characteristics that distinguish Critical Design from 
Affirmative Design. The characteristics of Critical Design were then used to generate 
criteria for Critical Design that can be used to evaluate if a chosen example of design can 
be defined as Critical Design. Two graphic design case studies were defined as Critical 
[Graphic] Design according to the Critical Design criteria (Figure 3.1, see page 33) with the 
purpose of testing the appropriateness of the criteria. A range of graphic design artefacts 
was generated using the characteristics of Critical Design and evaluated according to the 
Critical Design criteria. The findings suggested that the practical component could be 
defined as Critical [Graphic] Design, thus emphasising that this specific design activity is 
applicable to all fields of design. The preceding chapters can be summarised as follows. 
Chapter 2 established that design can be categorised as either Affirmative Design or 
Critical Design. The former affirms the status quo by leaving the ideological nature of 
design unchallenged and the latter is critical of this situation by embedding alternative 
design values into artefacts as an embodied critique. This chapter stated that Critical 
Design has emerged from within product design making it difficult for practitioners involved 
in other design fields to comprehend how it may apply to their practice. The chapter also 
identified the characteristics of Critical Design so that they can be applied to all fields of 
design practice. The characteristics were then depicted in a diagram as a visual definition 
of the characteristics that distinguish Critical Design from Affirmative Design. The diagram 
maps the pathway towards Critical Design that emerges from critical reflection on the 
ideological nature of design and then further develops into an alternative design 
perspective. This new way of looking at design influences the process of embedding 
artefacts with alternative, fictional and unusual values as a critique of the latent ideological 
nature of design within society. The visual definition of Critical Design suggests that the 
intended consequences of the pathway towards Critical Design are to encourage the 
ʻreaderʼ to critically reflect upon their current understanding of designʼs role within society. 
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The critical reflection on behalf of the ʻreaderʼ thereby emancipates them from the 
ideological nature of design.  
The primary objective of Chapter 3 was establish a method that could be used to analyse 
a selected example of design in order to determine if it could be defined as Critical Design. 
This method was devised using the characteristics identified in Chapter 2, to generate the 
criteria of Critical Design. Graphic design case studies were then selected for analysis 
according to the criteria of Critical Design, consisting of Jan van Toorn’s 1972/73 
Mart.Spruijt calendar and The Sealand Identity Project by Metahaven. These  case studies 
were selected was based on their critical nature and their similarities in objectives to 
Critical Design. This chapter stated that the analysis of the case studies would serve as a 
way of testing the appropriateness of the criteria to determine if a selected example of 
design, regardless of what field, could be defined as Critical Design. The practical 
component was then described as using the characteristics which were identified in 
Chapter 2 to generate a range of graphic design artefacts to be later analysed according 
to the criteria of Critical Design. The purpose of this analysis was described as an 
evaluation of the practical component as Critical [Graphic] Design. 
Chapter 4 used the methodological approaches devised in Chapter 3. This consisted of 
the analysis of the case studies according to the criteria of Critical Design. The chapter 
introduced Jan van Toorn and Metahaven and then proceeded to discuss their respective 
projects according to their critical reflection, alternative design perspective, process and 
consequences. The findings from the analysis confirmed that the 1972/73 Mart.Spruijt 
calendar and The Sealand Identity Project were in fact Critical Design within the field of 
graphic design. This confirmation of their work as Critical Design allowed the analysis 
criteria to be established as an appropriate model for determining if a selected example of 
design could be defined as Critical Design. 
Chapter 5 used the criteria of Critical Design to analyse the four projects that made up the 
practical component of this study. The first project, Polarisation Paradox, is an observation 
of how graphic design oversimplifies complex social issues by projecting one singular 
worldview. The second project, Untopian Network is a critique of the utopian projection 
depicted within social media iconography associated with Web 2.0. The third project, 
Looking Seeking, is a visual essay that comments on the current role of graphic design by 
equating it to the hero archetype from popular fiction. The fourth project, Authenticorp, 
offers a critique of the predominant role of graphic design as a tool for corporations to hide 
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their true motives of profit behind the appearance of social responsibility. Authenticorp 
draws inspiration from the ‘big evil’ corporation trope from within popular culture. Findings 
from the analysis suggested that defining each project as Critical [Graphic] Design 
becomes problematic due to their hypothetical nature. Instead, the findings suggested that 
they could be collectively defined as Critical [Graphic] Design because the practical 
component as a whole meets the criteria of Critical Design.  
6.2 Contribution and significance of the study  
The implications of this study on the greater discourse of design are that it contributes to 
academic resources that pertain to this fairly new form of design practice. The study 
highlighted that Critical Design is concerned with the social role of design and contributes 
to the emergence of criticism from within design practice. Defining Critical Design in such a 
way that it can be applied to all fields of design equips those concerned with the social role 
of their practice with the necessary tools for the formulation of a critique that is directed 
towards not only improving their specific field but the overall betterment of society.  
The study also contributes to the creation of an alternative experimental space for design 
to operate outside the constraints imposed by industry. In this alternative design space, 
designers can begin to think of new ways to engage with audiences that is not based on 
the producer and consumer model. This highlights the notion that the ever-evolving 
discipline of design can become an intellectual form of communication in a similar way to 
literature or film. The imagined possibilities of design communicating in such a way opens 
many new avenues of experience and engagement with the emancipatory potential 
magnified through design’s communicative abilities. 
6.3  Suggestion for further research 
The study set out to define the characteristics of Critical Design in such a way that they 
can be applied within any field of design, and these characteristics were then used as 
criteria to analyse examples of graphic design. Findings from this analysis suggested that 
it is possible to apply Critical Design as a specific type of design activity to any field of 
design practice. Further research could test the effects of Critical Design from the 
‘reader’s’ perspective as a way of measuring the success of the of Critical Design artefact. 
Critical Design could be utilised as a form of research as a way of determining new ways 
of engaging with audiences.  
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Addendum A
 
Figure 4.1: Mart.Spruijt Calendar April–May 1972/73, Jan van Toorn
 
Figure 4.2: Mart.Spruijt Calendar May 1972/73, Jan van Toorn
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Figure 4.3: Mart.Spruijt Calendar May–June 1972/73, Jan van Toorn
 
Figure 4.4: Mart.Spruijt Calendar June 1972/73, Jan van Toorn
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Figure 4.5: Mart.Spruijt Calendar June–July 1972/73, Jan van Toorn
 
Figure 4.6: Mart.Spruijt Calendar July 1972/73, Jan van Toorn
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Figure 4.7: Mart.Spruijt Calendar August 1972/73, Jan van Toorn
 
Figure 4.8: Mart.Spruijt Calendar October 1972/73, Jan van Toorn 
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Figure 4.9: Mart.Spruijt Calendar October 1972/73, Jan van Toorn 
 
Figure 4.10: Mart.Spruijt Calendar February 1972/73, Jan van Toorn
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Addendum B
 
Figure 4.11: Sealand Identity Project: Jewel-Box, Metahaven 
 
Figure 4.12: Sealand Identity Project: Information Monument, Metahaven 
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Figure 4.13: Sealand Identity Project: Sealand Euro, Metahaven
 
Figure 4.14: Sealand Identity Project: Stealth Nation, Metahaven 
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Figure 4.15: Sealand Identity Project: Stealth Nation, Metahaven 
 
Figure 4:16. Sealand Identity Project: Stealth Nation, Metahaven 
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Figure 4.18: Sealand Identity Project: Mainport to Imagination Advertisement, Asylum 
Haven, Metahaven.
 
Figure 4.17: Sealand Identity Project: Stealth Nation, Metahaven 
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Figure 4.19: Sealand Identity Project: Mainport to Imagination Advertisement, IT Fortress, 
Metahaven.
 
Figure 4.20: Sealand Identity Project: Mainport to Imagination Advertisement, 
Unambiguously Neutral, Metahaven.
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Addendum C
 
Figure 5.1: Polarisation Paradox
 
Figure 5.2: Polarisation Paradox
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Figure 5.3: Pro-life activism
 
Figure 5.4: Abortion advertisement
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Figure 5.5: Social media logos
 
Figure 5.6: CAPTCHA web application
 
Figure 5.7: Social media buttons
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Figure 5.9: Untopian Network social media iconography
 
Figure 5.8: Social network logos  visual experiment
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Figure 5.10: Untopian Network logo
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Figure 5.11: Looking Seeking spreads
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Figure 5.12: Authenticorp: Online persona advert
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Figure 5.13: Authenticorp: Pop-up window
 
Figure 5.14: Authenticorp: Unsolicited junkmail
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Figure 5.15: Authenticorp: Print advertising
 
Figure 5.16: Authenticorp: Economist magazine cover
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